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Preface
On the occasion of the IVth National Congress of UGEMA, marking the
fifth anniversary of our National Union, and acquiring a special significance because
it mas held at a certain stage of our people's fight for independence, we thought it
timely to publish this brochure.
Our
Algerian

aim

in this publication is to

student

We have tried to

show

how the

in the Algerian
the

Revolution, and to
total national effort in Algeria,
This little

give a general

movement, its guiding principles

the

from the very

beginning took its place
by the students to

modest contribution

in the fight for liberation.

story of the life and activities
document bearing witness
to the patriotic faith and the spirit of sacrifice impelling the students of Algeria in
their unconditional participation in the struggle, determined as they are to carry on
of our Union in

work
all

does not

movement
stress

survey of the development of the
ist fundamental aims.

and

its

attempt

ramifications.

a resolute fight until full

to trace the

It is simply

independence has been

whole

a modest

gained

by

their

country.

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

CHAPTER ONE

The Origins of the Algerian Student

Movement
For
existence,

long time the Algerian student movement had no separate
being incorporated in broader movements at the North African

a

the Association des Etudients Musulmans d'Afrique du
Alger (AEMAN) and the Association des Etudiants Musulmans
Nord-Africains en France (AEMNAF). There were similar associations
grouping together Algerian students in the Universities of Tunis and of Fez.

level, particularly
Nord

a

I.

—

The Associations

of

North African Moslem Students

Association des Etudiants Musulmans d'Afrique du Nord
(AEMAN) was founded in Algiers in 19 12. In spite of the opposition of
the French Government and the obstacles placed in its way, AEMAN
grew in the course of a few years to be not only a powerful corporative
organisation
defending student interests, but a crucible in which the national
The

and patriotic consciousness was

the three

With

Maghreb

free,

to place
peoples.

of the broad masses of the people, this movement
French university towns to which North African
Thus in 1927 the Association des Etudiants Musul

born in

Paris, (AEMAN) with strong head
Michel, to be followed later by other associa
in Toulouse, Montpellier, Strasbourg, Grenoble, etc. As the number
Nord-Africains

quarters at 1 1

tions

fighting

independent

a militant organ

spread to all the

students went to study.
mans

forged,

the ranks of the

help

the support and

gradually

in

countries

of students

in France

grew

and

was

5 Boulevard St.
and

North

was

distributed

Africa,

the

through

Maghreb

different university towns
became more and more

students

conscious of the

for

many

common problems

facing

them,

and

began

to

wish

broader than the
existing local ones, to co-ordinate
their activities on a broader basis.
Study of these common problems and
the search for the most suitable form
of co-ordination were the constant
theme at North African Moslem Student
congresses, particularly that held
in Tunis in September 1950. It was at this Congress that the decision was
taken to set
up a united Maghreb organisation, the work of establishing
it

an

organisation

being
In

entrusted to a permanent secretariat.

impossibility of calling a North African Congress in
French Government used the events in Tunis as a reason to
forbid it, a meeting was arranged in Algiers in
July 1952, attended by the
leading officers of AEMAN. An appeal was issued to set up a Union
Musulmane des Etudiants Maghrebinas (UMEM), which would maintain
Maghreb student unity while organising in three autonomous federations :
Algerian, Tunisian and Moroccan, each of which reserved the right to
adopt its own
policy in matters concerning it alone. For the problems of
the North African
countries, although linked by many common circum
stances, are none the less different in many ways and call for different
solutions and different methods in each country. This was
true of student
affairs too, as became more and more evident as
the Maghreb national
movement grew. This led the Algerian student
movement, which up to
that time had been
purely a North African movement, to adopt specific
organisational forms.
195 1,

view of the

since the

2.

In the

been

held,

students,

—

Towards the formation

course of

but

a

1952-3

of

UGEMA

a constituent congress of

new element entered

into

UMEM was to have
The Tunisian

the situation.

whose work was

already taking a national line, established UGET
first national congress in Paris in
July 1953. The idea of
founding the UMEM was abandoned, and the realisation of Maghreb stu
dent unity was put off until later. It
fiinally took shape in January 1958
creatlon of the Confederation
Nord-Africaine des Etudiants
™»™
(CNAE).
and

held

their

Being thus

unable

framework of UMEM,
a

general

union.

Moslem Algerian
unions.

Algeria

to

form

the

This

occupied

students

They began

a national

organisation within the proposed

Algerian students
their

also

minds

began

during

to consider

forming

I95 3-4;

wherever

proposed to constitute the

following

found themselves together
they set up local
in the
secondary schools and colleges of

to organise

and either constituted

year such associations as

or

sprang up in

Constantine, Algiers, Philippeville
Mostaganem, Setif, Blida, Tlemcen, Tizi-Ouzou, etc.

a)

—

From the Algiers Appeal

(February

ip/j) to the UGEMA Constituent

Congress July (19;;).

At
of

their

General

Assembly

the

necessary

calling

structure

to

upon our students

on

February

discussed

AEMAN, having fully

27th

the need to

195 ; the Algiers students
a General Union and

form

be adopted, unanimously adopted a resolution
Union Generale des Etudians Musul-

to form the

The Executive Committee of UGEMA at work. Left to right: Messaoud
(ViceAit-Chaalal (President); Djelloul Baghli (Secretary); Taleb Chaieb
(General
Abdallaoui
Alt
President) ; Tahar Hamdi (General Treasurer) ;

Secretary)

.

Algeriens (UGEMA). This resolution was sent in leaflet form to the
of Algerian Moslem students; the Pilot Committee of AEMAN
proposed that the Algerian students should hold a General Assembly, and
agreed with the proposal to found UGEMA should organise a Con
if
mans

body

they

stituent

Congress

conference.

The

by

sending

representatives

resolution adopted

by

to the proposed

AEMAN did

the enthusiasm of our students everywhere was aroused, and

UGEMA

as the

to defend

their

best form

demands in

of organisation

all spheres.

preparatory

not pass unheeded

to express their

they

;

chose

aspirations and

After

the

the

the positive and constructive work that this conference

"UGEMA,

4th to 7th

bases for a constituent congress, the Permanent
Committee for the UGEMA Congress stated with satisfaction

Preparatory
all

preparatory conference had met in Paris from April

and worked out

1955,

has

had

performed :

been the most heartfelt desire of our students,
is on the point of coming into being. The establishment of this Union
which has been
long gestating marks a decisive moment in the Algerian
student movement. It is tangible proof that the Algerian Moslem students
have become aware of their existence as a body ; while
this, they
which

always

declaring

prove too that

they

are

energetically determined on the pne hand to defend
and on the other hand not to renounce their cultural

interests,
The
heritage, to which they are unwaveringly attached.
establishment of this Union,
especially in the dramatic time through which
our
country is now living, takes on a much greater significance. It is elo
their material

and

spiritual

quent

.

to perfect communion

testimony

between

the

students

and

.

their

up its individuality, to
deny its highly civilised past and to betray its historic mission to take its
place in an Arabo-Islamic group. This communion of ideas between the
intellectuals and the broadest masses of our people is one of the best guar
antees of success and allows us to raise high hopes.
The work of construc
tion
awaiting us is great, nay, difficult. We shall have many obstacles to
a nation which

nation,

stubbornly

refuses

to give

.

overcome,

grave problems to solve.

b)

.

.

The UGEMA Constituent Congress.

—

A few months later, on July 8th 1955, the Constituent Congress of
UGEMA opened in the Palais de la Mutualite, attended
by delegates
representing the Algerian students of the North African French and Middle
East

universities

were
and

present,

; many

well-known personalities

both French

as well as representatives of national and

and Algerian
international youth

student organisations.

The

proceedings

lasted for five

days,

The Union
students

pendent
—

was

claiming

Algeria,

defined

as a national student union open

the right and the
and

A Democratic

the supreme

dealt with the principles, the
Union. UGEMA WAS BORN !

and

organisational structure and the aims of the

willing to

honour

to

be

to all

citizens of a

Algerian
inde

free,

work to this end.

Organisation,

authority of UGEMA is the Congress of elected delegates.
hold their power by mandate conferred
by the Con
gress. At the lowest level the students are
organised in sections
enjoying
a considerable degree of
autonomy. In this
way all members have the op
portunity to take a real part in the direction of the work and policy of the
Union.
A syndicalist movement,
The

executive organs

—
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PILOT

NATIONAL

COMMITTEE

CONGRESS

UGEMA Sections

Section delegates
to the

National Congress

Executive Committee directives

Democratic

organisation

of

UGEM-A

of Algerian students dispersed throughout Algeria,
Middle East, France and elsewhere, the Union meets
the need to organise and direct the student movement, with a wide audience,
and able to defend the interests of its members
effectively, to improve
their conditions of study, to influence their choiee of
training and thus
contribute to the
building up of the trained people Algeria will need in the
future. In addition to this internal function, it is the international work of
UGEMA to develop and extend co-poeration and friendship between the

the

representing

body

Morocco, Tunisia,

the

students of the whole world.

These purely professional

aims of the

Union (questions

of

scholarships,

for employment,
etc.) were added to by others, tending at placing the student movement in
the context of Algerian affairs today. UGEMA then defined its position
student

as a.

.

accomodation,

The French
their

fixed
its

orientation, the

search

.

doctrinal

of

professional

movement

.

.

.

individuality by

as one of

rightful

Algeria aiming at robbing the Algerian people
oppressing and stifling their culture, UGEMA

colonisation of

its

place,

tasks the restoration of the national culture to

essential
and

its

expansion.

Arabo-Islamic

That is why

the

Union declared its

Algerian intel
be without roots and cut off from their people.
Meanwhile UGEMA is aware that the Algeria of the future will be
made
up of Algerians of varying race and culture, imposing the necessity
of co-existence. The Union's acceptance of the Arabo-Islamic culture does
to the

attachment

lectuals

culture without which the

would

not mean the rejection of all others.

in

order

In

order to reach

restrict
and

for

these

proves

the

will

to

exist

this

primary goal, it was no good for UGEMA to
campaign for the democratisation of education
illiteracy. It would be foolish to imagine that

itself entirely to the
the elimination of

forms

create

It simply

to co-exist.

the

of struggle

necessary

against

conditions

the

for

colonialist

system

would

suffice

to

the restoration and expansion of the

national culture.

And so ever since it was established UGEMA has taken a resolute part
in the Revolution being carried on
by the people of Algeria to effect a radical
change in the colonial structure now
in Algeria.

obtaining

UGEMA
It

was

—

clear

a

fighting

unit:

that political

engagement, i.

the fight for national
Algerian Revolution and
its avant-garde, the NATIONAL LIBERATION
FRONT, was not only
the logical outcome of the Union's professional
work, its principles and
its cultural policy, but also an immediate
necessity, a vital exigence due
to the war of colonial reconquest imposed
by France on our people who
with rare courage faced the most powerful
military and police apparatus

independence,

12

eternal

loyalty

to the aims of the

e.

sent

ever

by

a

colonial

power

against

another

nation,

colonised

by

them.

In

these circumstances

tegration, in

one

way

or

UGEMA's

conception

of

its

another, in the revolutionary fight

role

meant

of the

in

Algerian

nation.

be seen,

we are

far from

student syndicalism.

Above

and

As

can

ment, UGEMA is

a

a narrow view of

beyond

revolutionary

organisation.

than reflect the objective position of

economically
jugated.

and exploited

purely

professional

a professional and cultural move

In this it does

Algeria, held

socially, culturally

in

no more

the colonialist

stifled and

politically

grip
sub

A'

#
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CHAPTER TWO:

UGEMA

the Algerian Students

and

in the National Liberation Struggle
It

long

take a

would

time to recount the

different

episodes

of the

be noted that in spite of
reduced numbers and restricted means, the Algerian students faced and
still face
courageously all the rigours of the oppression falling indiscrimina
tely on the whole of the nation. UGEMA, in spite of French Government
struggle which

is

still

attempts to reduce
officers

(arrest

and

going

it to

on.

silence

by

imprisonment,

But it

should

police reprisals against
concentration

its

members and

camps, torture

and assas

dissolution of the Union in France in January 1958,
has never weakened its revolutionary struggle. The documents published
in the supplement to this brochure show the modest contribution made by
the students of Algeria and their National Union to the national liberation
movement. In any case it would be well to recall several difficult phases of
sination),

and

UGEMA's
I.

—

later

work

by

in

this

field.

From the Constituent Congress to the Second National
Congress, March 1956

After

the happenings in Phillipeville on August 20th 1955, when over
Algerians were dragged from their homes, herded into the municipal
stadium and executed in cold blood
by the French police and military
authorities, although but a month from its inauguration, UGEMA rendered
homage to these innocent victims and energetically condemned these me
thods of force and repression
repeating the May 1945 massacre when over
45,000 Algerians were assassinated in Constantinois
by the French coloni
4,000

alists.
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After the French legislative elections of January 2nd 1956, the Execu
Committee of UGEMA issued a solemn appeal to the representatives
of the French people, to cease the
shedding of blood in Algeria.
On January 20th 1956, in answer to an appeal by UGEMA, all the
Algerian students observed a one-day strike and hunger-strike as part of
a fortnight of solidarity with their brothers in prison. This
tive

"fortnight"

by

was marked

characteristic provocations on the part of

students against

Algerian

students

in

reactionary French
in general.

"colonials"

particular and

These provocations reached their peak in Montpellier, arousing public
indignation. Profound conflicts appeared within UNEF, which thus went
through its first crisis over the Algerian war. On this occasion the Algerian
students,

although

firm,

remaining

showed an admirable sangfroid which

put paid to the manoeuvres of the colonialists.

Eight

it had

months after

come

NATIONAL CONGRESS in
gress, to

representatives

which

ganisations

were

invited,

was

into

UGEMA held its SECOND

being

Paris, March

24th

of national

of special

This Con

to 30th 1956.

international

and

importance.

By

student

or

the presence of

3 1 sections of UGEMA it expressed the enthusiasm of
Algerian students, and their complete confidence in the National Union
that had given them the chance to organise in order to fulfil their duties
as students and as Algerians. On this occasion, in order to end all attempts
to equivocate, Congress publicly affirmed in a unanimous resolution the
proclamation of Algerian independence, and supported the call for direct
negotiations with the National Liberation Front.
representatives of

the

2.

From the Second National Congress to the

—

Strike
After

these

historic

May

of

assemblies of

UGEMA

order

Gouvernment, far from entering

to make peace,

means of
1956.

made

the special powers

From then

on

circles

wave of arrests of

Algerian

students

and

February

6th

threaten the
sors

1956.

they formed

general
a

secondary

student

free-lance

against

the

Now,

Algerian

conferred upon

from

Thus in university

upon a

the repression of

the abuses which

became more
day to day. The

the situation

intensified from

and more serious and the repression was

French

Revolutionary

1956

it

policy

of negotiation

Algeria into

a

system

by Parliament of March

already

existed

knew

no

1

in

by
6th

bounds.

the month of April onwards there was a new

students

school

armed,

in Algeria and in France. The French
had been worked up ever since

pupils

they began

students constantly.

to stage provocations and to

Together

with colonialist profes

for

committee

a

"university

mobilisation, going

corps to

Algerian

intensify

(CAU)

action

so

far

as

to ask

for

the war of extermination

and

called

the creation of

being

carried on

people.
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The

psychological

news of the tortures

atmosphere

inflicted

on

grew

Algerian

still

the

with

worse

students who

alarming

had been arrested,

them.
and news of the assassination of some of

In the

ranks

Liberation Army.
of the National

Our friends in the Algiers section, at their General Assembly on May
6th 1956, decided unanimously to hold a strike, refusing to attend lectures
the situation
and examinations. In a historic appeal they protested against
1

they

were

being placed in and solemnly
They concluded by calling

their nation.

confirmed
upon

all

their

solidarity with
to leave the

students

lecture halls of the University for the maquis, to take an
struggle for liberation, by the side of their brothers

active part

the

in

workers

the
and

peasants.

This

stand was greeted with great enthusiasm

by

the

body

of

Algerian

in Morocco, Tunisia and France, who decided spontaneously to
declare a solidarity strike. The declaration by the Pilot Committee on May
import25th 1956 made this decision public and pointed out its profound
students

tance.
all the

This boycott
Algerian

dering deep
16

few days before
and

pupils,

maintained

by

showed their readiness

to

the examinations was
who thus

There were many
joined the ranks of the NATIONAL LIBERATION ARMY. Ren
homage to the memory of those who died a glorious death,

sacrifice their
who

a

students

future for

the sake of the

national cause.

solemnly declare that their sacrifice
have in abnegation and patriotism.
we

remains the

finest lesson

we could

This strike lasted over into the second school year (from May 25th 1956
October 14th 1957) and was felt to be an event of major importance

to

with ramifold consequences.

UGEMA did

known

it

all

could to make the extent and the significance of

at the same time the idea of negotiations
in Algeria. Thousands of letters were written to the President of
the Council, the Ministers of the French
Government, all members of
Parliament and to political and religious figures in France. The rectors,

this strike

for

to spread

and

peace

deans
letter
and

and professors

granted with

declarations by
where. Parallel

forming

of

delegations

by

or

and

the universities

Algerian

of

French

of

France

students.

politicans.

Pilot Committee

were

informed

Interviews

Printed in thousands

of

either

by

demanded

were

copies, the

UGEMA were distributed every
to this campaign, UGEMA began a fruitful work of in
explaining the Algerian cause to student organisations all over
the

of

the world.

3.

—

Confusion

the French Government

of

This
general

by

stand

unanimous

by

repression

the

French

the

and

the Dissolution

UGEMA

of

Algerian students laid them open to
in France and in Algeria. Thus

police

many arrests in Lyons, Clermont-Ferrand, Caen, Paris, Toulouse,
Strasbourg, Reims, Rouen etc. Various kinds of pressure was brought to

there were

bear

them to

on our students to persuade

abandon

their

decision

: suppres

university advantages, refusal of access to student
refusal to
delay call-up for military service, refusal to

sion of scholarships and
canteens and

hostels,

grant passports or visas

for

Algeria,

difficulties in

finding

work,

.

.

.

direst material worries as well as of permanent
repression, the Algerian students kept up valiant resistance and remained
loyal to the call to strike issued seventeen months previously, in an atmo
sphere that was
becoming more and more hostile to them. Nevertheless
they continued their task, according to the directives of their Union.
From January 28th to February 12th 1957 UGEMA again organised

Thus,

the victims of the

a "fortnight of
solidarity with the Algerian students, and for negotiations
in Algeria". On its initiative many meetings were held which enjoyed great
success. Public opinion was aroused and became aware of the true nature

Algerian war, which had become a war of genocide particularly
famine had been created in certain regions of Algeria,
since the systematic use of torture on all Algerians arrested, and by the
frequent round-ups made by the French soldiers in order to break the
of

the

since the organised

Algerian

people's

observed

in

will

February

to

fight

1957.

and

Some

especially

the peaceful week's strike

of the officers of the

Union,

among

them

17

the general

secretary Mohamed Khemisti were arrested in France and de
Algeria or imprisoned in Fresnes, like the
honorary secretary
Taleb Ahmed ; others were brought before the colonial
military courts in
Algiers and condemned to dozens of years of imprisonment or forced
labour, like the brothers Malek Hachemi and Messaoudi. Other students,
like the brothers Amara and Lounis, soldiers of the Liberation
ported to

caught with arms

in their possession

Army,

simply murdered in cold blood
by the French soldiers, or reported missing like Belarbu Abdelkader, for
mer general
secretary of UGEMA. Some, like Ben Hamida and Taleb

Abderrahman,

registered

at

the

were

University

of

Algiers,

were

condemned

death.
The latter was guillotined in Algiers prison on April 24th 1958.
International public opinion was very disturbed, sensitive as it had
already become by the cases of incredible tortures like those inflicted on
our sister Djamila Bouhired.
There were demonstrations all over the
world. Telegrams and letters of indigantion were addressed to
the French
Government from all over the world, but it did not cease its inhuman policy.
Members of Parliament made
every effort to call for increased severity in
to

The CNAE

at

the

Second Pan-African Student Conference (Tunis

July
18

i9;9).

dealing with the Algerian
far

students,

whom

they

called

"agitators",

and even

insist on the National Union being dissolved.
Nevertheless UGEMA called its third National Congress, which took
place in semi-clandestine conditions in Paris, December 23rd to 26th 1957.
The fact that this Congress was held under these conditions proved
went so

the

firm

student

to

as

will

Algerian students to carry on with their work for
in the national cause, and to reaffirm the stand they
strengthen it still further.
the

of

demands

had taken, and
The work

and

Congress was entirely successful. It was followed
the Tunis conference which gave rise to the Con
federation Nord-Africaine des Etudients (CNAE),
grouping together
UGET, UNEM and UGEMA. One decisive step towards Maghreb unity
had been made. Another battle for the liberation of Maghreb was now to
begin with unity at the student level achieved.
It was at this moment, on January 28th 1958, on the eve of the first
on

January

of this

1st

1958

by

meeting of CNAE called for February 1 st in Paris, that
French Government decided to dissolve UGEMA in France ; the
activities of the Union had
already been prohibited in Algeria since May
confederal council

the

1956.

This
French

measure

police

in

in Paris ;

premises

Tunisia

and

arrested

in

hideous

the

Morocco,

the

the

University

tation with the

demand.
Student

followed

was

indescribable acts perpetrated by the
in UGEMA and AEMNA

by

the course of confiscations

precincts

university

opinion

and

of

material,

such

as

national
etc.

.

emblems

Students

.

without previous

themselves,

authorities

in France

of the

profanation

destruction

French law

and

of

were

consul

tradition

throughout the world reacted violently.

high. Demonstrations in the streets and meetings were
held all over France and in other countries ; strongly worded protest tele
grams were sent to the French authorities
by all national and international
student and youth organisations. In the face of this unanimous reaction,
Indignation

ran

which was spontaneous and

in general,
officers in prison,

the

world

solved.

them

Drawing

whom

back in

provisionally

immediate,

French

after

rulers

they had
order to

not

did

only among students but in the
dare to keep the UGEMA

not

arrested on

strike

charging them

the

harder

with

day

next

"attacking

UGEMA
time, they
the

was

dis

released

integrity

of the

country".
students this dissolution of their National Union
logical step in the war policy the Government of France had
been following for six years.
The French authorities had long hoped to wear out UGEMA and
destroy it through the person of its officers and members constantly exposed
to fierce repressive measures. Seeing the ineffectuality of these indirect

For the Algerian

was one more

methods, the French Government in the depths

of

its

confusion and im-
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did

potence

not

and

hesitate

to take

measuteS

are

they

grave and violent as

as

illegal.

arbitrary
Because

the students of

principles of

the university,

Algeria

faithful to

remained

because they were
committed in the "war of

the traditional

spokesmen of

the

the truth

is nothing
reconquest, because

pacificati

about the

less

atrocities

than a

they

justice

to

expedition

punitive

gigantic

were able

make a

large

of colonial

section of world public opinion realise

legitimate

of their cause and the

which

nature of their

French Government decided to dissolve UGEMA
inaction

the

struggle, that the

force

and thus

them to

and silence.

4.
But

as the

solution of

declaration issued

UGEMA

Upsurge

by

the

Executive the

out, "it is making

pointed

determination

the

misjudging

—

of

our

day

after

a grave error and

to

students,

that

think

the

dis

seriously
simple

a

disarm them and discourage them from fighting
while their people are facing the most decisive moment in their history
A month after it had been dissolved, UGEMA with the support of its
administrative measure can

.

sister

UGET

organisations

international

and

UNEM began

a

campaign

to mobilise

student opinion.

ISC an extraordinary international conference
discuss the dissolution of UGEMA and the problems connected
with it; it met in London on April 17th and 18th 1958. The IUS organised
a week of solidarity with UGEMA from April 24th to 30th.
Simultaneously with this vast information campaign, the sections of
Under

was

held

UGEMA
sional

the auspices of the

to

greeted

with

struggle.

the

first

conquest

place

again

of

On September

Government
For

getting to their feet. The proclamation of the Provi
the Algerian Republic on September 19th 1958 was
unprecedented enthusiasm, and brought new ardour to the

were

Government

UGEMA

more

among-

the

twenty-eight years of colonial

Perhaps because
in

greeted the

birth

in the

of the

Provisional

of Algeria.
Algerian State was destroyed in 1830 by French
power has been officially restored. Algeria takes its

"marking a

new phase

history

time since the

the national

once

20th

as an event

independent countries,
domination.

repression was

after

a

hundred

and

.

becoming

spite of their national convictions

France

worse, of perhaps

because
in her

wanted to enrol them

mercenary army, many Algerian students were leaving the French univer
sities. This exodus grew after the arrest of
twenty students in December
1958. Once again tortures were inflicted on some of them, whose courage

demands

document accusing their torturers overwhel
from prison, they denounced these nazi
methods brought into fashion again bv the French police for use against
Algerians in France, after being made into a system in Algeria itself.
our

mingly, La
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respect.

Gangrene,

In

a

published

As

a result the

the results achieved

disposal

Union's
in

professional work

field

this

of a national union of

increased

students,

above

all,

considerably,

and

to the means at the

are out of proportion

an organisation

in

a colo

nial country.

Until 1957 the Algerian
Now communities

horizon was limited to the French
Algerian students have been set up all

students'

of

universities.

over the

world, especially in
here Algerian students

other

even

are not

seen

from

French

the assassination

European

countries than

France,

although

free from French provocation, as
in Brussels of Akii Aissiou by a "Red

can

be

Hand"

terrorist organisation.

Since it was dissolved in France UGEMA has grown enormously.
Besides the sections already existing in North Africa, France and the Middle
East, others have grown up elsewhere in the world.

Looking back over the road it has followed since July 1955, UGEMA
be rightly proud of the outstanding results it has achieved. But there must
be no relaxation of efforts
quite the reverse ! The war of liberation is still
though
going on, the enemy is still in arms and is stubbornly determined
in vain
to force the Algerian people to their knees. Loyal to the teaching
of the National Liberation Front and confident in the
destiny of the Algerian
can

—

—

—

people, faithful to the memory

of their

Zeddour, Hihi, Taleb, Aissiou

honour,

the

Algerian

their National

Algerian

A

students on the

their ardour

will redouble

and

in discipline

Union, UGEMA,

student

brothers Benbatouche, Amara, Lounis,
others who fell on the field of
eve of their Fourth National Congress

many

movement

in

and

unity, to

strengthen even more

the sole guarantee of a
a

FREE

statement of accounts which

is

and

happy future for the

INDEPENDENT Algeria.

a guarantee of

the future

UGEMA in the war of national liberation,
slowing down its work for student demands, the
development of which is out of all proportion to the possibilities it has.
To keep professional work and political action closely linked all the
time is a revolutionary attitude which UGEMA has always held.

The

complete engagement of

day by day,

has

not meant

Modest demands.
Since it
practical

was

help

.

.

created,

for

one of the essential tasks

members

in

order to

improve

of

UGEMA has been

their conditions.

Coming

from relatively poor families, it was not easy for them to
live a normal student life on little money.
These material difficulties were considerably aggravated by the moral
and psychological atmosphere of hostility and distrust in which they have
for

the most part

always

had to

To
problem

live,

take as

has

an

always

because
example

been

of

the

Algerian

war.

the case of the students

that of accomodation.

Of the

in France
three

:

a

crucial

hundred

Alge-
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than twenty
attending the University of Paris in 1955, less
in the Cite Universitaire, all other requests being systemat
ically refused. The student had no choice but to live in a hotel, which is
Landladies offering rooms to
very expensive, or to find private lodgings.
students through the Comite des Oeuvres, at reasonable prices, refuse however
rian

students

were given rooms

to

Algerian

accept

rooms on show

Thus we have all been able to see the offers of
COPAR headquarters in Paris, with the following

students.

in

the

"No North Africans".
This intolerable atmosphere of racial prejudice led UGEMA to work
out a charter of demands giving priority to the question of accomodation.
From October 1955 a vast campaign was undertaken, to begin building
an Algerian Hall in the Cite Universitaire in Paris, and to buy hostels for
Algerian students in the other university towns of France. Although the

words :

principle of an

been

realised

Algerian Hall

due

was to all appearances

accepted, it has

to the opposition of the French authorities and

never

particularly

colonialist circles.

At

that time the

members,

Algerian Assembly,

the sum of 20

set aside

to provide accomodation

But
the

in

this sum was

latter for

mind that

million

for Algerian

on the

francs

students

distributed equally

to

insistence

of elected

Moslem

Algerian

budget,

out of the

in

the year 1955-6.

Algerians

and

to

Europeans,

the most part the sons of French settlers and officials.

in France

Algeria is three times
French administration

alone the number of these

that of the

European

Algerian students,

Bearing

students

you can

from

see

how

for

whom

the

it
intended.
In Paris the Executive Committee of UGEMA made frequent appeals
to the Centre National des Ouevres, the Minister of National Education,
and the Rector of the University, in order to make admission of Algerian
turned this aid against the

very

people

was

to hostels easier.
These discussions were making

students

January
general

good

progress

1956 opened the whole question anew.

boycott

of

lectures

and

examinations

when

the

events

of

After the declaration of the
in May 1956 the Algerian

university rights withdrawn and in some towns even
found themselves barred from using the student canteens and hostels.
This new situation created extremely urgent problems. On the initiative
students

saw

their

UGEMA

the Committee of Aid was then set up, to organise a campaign
solidarity with the Algerian students. Subscriptions collected all over
North Africa, the Middle East and France brought in a considerable sum
of

of

which enabled us

to avert catastrophe: almost the entire student

Algerians in France was in need of help at that
The situation grew worse and worse,

insecurity deepened,

were
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over three

of

and

there

Algerian refugees in other
especially in Tunis and Morocco. In October
hundred students left the French universities, and of the

many who went to
European countries and
1957

body

time.

swell the numbers of

500 students registered at the

ing

A

Faculty of Algiers

there was not one attend

lectures.

glimpse

of the deplorable

A local

service

conditions

in

(lodging, food,

which refugee

clothes,

Algerian

help

in

students are

transit

.

.

was

.)

got

going to take care of these students and of those imprisoned in the colonialist
jails (the provision of money and practical help, lawyers for defence of their
case in front of the French tribunals etc.
.)
.

Important achievements :
The
the need

net of repression

for

an

immediate

scholarships and social services for refugee students.

closing in brought

the

Union face

solution of the problem of

to

face

security for

.

.

with

those of

living more or less illegally in order to escape police
for their work in the Union.
UGEMA then decided to use its modest funds (from the Solidarity
Fund set up by the Committee of Aid) and the help of many subscription
campaigns
by Algerian immigrants in France, whose loyal help is responsible
our comrades who were

reprisals

to a

large degree for

arships

in

the success of the

other countries outside

Since October 1957 twenty
Lausanne

to the

bruck,

the expense of the

at

Polytechnic,

and

project, to

set

up

a system of schol

France.
students

have been

three to the

sent

Chemistry

Union. The first group

to

Zurich

College in

and

Saar-

of ten students went
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to the

Eastern

Union

of

countries thanks to scholarships offered

by

the

International

Students.

But the task

was

enormous.

The

number

Algerian

of

students

who

reincorporating in the student body grew daily, especially after the
dissolution of UGEMA in January 1958.
In April 1958 the International Student Conference which held an
extraordinary meeting in London, and the IUS "Week of Solidarity", became
the starting-points for a vast campaign to get scholarships for our students.
needed

National Unions
their governments,
of the

quences

everywhere made

and

Algerian

informed
for

war

collections,

public

life

the

made representations

to

opinion

about

the tragic conse

the

future

of their

and

Algerian

colleagues.

At

all

national

and

international

in

congresses

which

UGEMA took

by those participating to the struggle of the
possibility of giving practical help to the sons

part particular attention was paid

Algerian people, and to the
of
fighting Algeria for them to be
On

the

invitation

of

able

to pursue their studies outside

friendly student organisations,

and at

France.

their expense,

UGEMA delegations travelled throughout Europe (East and West) and
North and South America. They had the opportunity of appealing directly
to the leaders, politicians, foundations and organisations of these host
countries.

The

results are eloquent

North Africa

and the

in

Middle

today, besides those in France,
350 Algerian students
them in the People's Democracies,

themselves :

East,

there are over

studying in European countries, 200 of
25 in the United States.
All these students are being looked

and

studies

after

for

the

duration

of their

by:
—

—

—

—

the

Tunisian

World

and

Moroccan Governments ;

University Service;

International Union of Students
Peoples'
in the
Democracies and
National Unions
the United States,

way

which

are

its

and

the

member organisations

Soviet Union ;

members of the

Yugoslavia,

Federal

ISC like

that of

Germany, Sweden,

Nor

etc.

that in October
1957 there were no more than 30 Algerian
in these important regions, we can gauge the value of the broad

Recalling
students

horizons

opened to

fighting Algeria today, and to

the independent Algeria of
be seeking to build on new,
revolutionary foundations.
Elsewhere, in Tunisia, Morocco and the Middle East, thanks to the
kindess of our brother countries,
many scholarships for secondary and higher
education are granted to our students. All
this help adds to that given

tomorrow,

which will

by
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our own

Ministry for
from

with requests

attention

close

and

country

and

Cultural

to the question of

Affairs,

which,

revolutionary

training

the

although

faced

also

forces,

pays constant

future

specialists

the

will need.

Simultaneously
students

Social

other sectors of the

from

the

with

its

work

to replace

National Liberation

Army,

in

the

university demobilised
taking refuge from

and those

French repression, UGEMA has laid the basis for social services for refugee
students in Tunisia and Morocco : university canteens, hostels, a health
service, arranging for students to be met and helped further on their way
etc.

.

.

Thanks
and gifts of

of this

help

These

to

international

food,

are

necessary

measures are

the

disease

solidarity

clothing, the

expressed

in money collected,

by

means

UGEMA to

get as

social services run

be able to expand and improve.
a few of the urgent measures taken

will

many students as possible
Algiers University and the
the

student

medicines and

universities of

peace and quiet

only

by

out of the atmosphere of terror

palliatives.

for

France,

their studies.

It is

an

by treating the symptoms.

and

It is

reigning in

the

to provide them with

of course true that these

illusion to imagine

that one can cure

The disease is based

fundamentally and
of colonial reconquest
being waged by

essentially on colonialism and the war
France against the people of Algeria for over six years.
The Algerian students are convinced that the solution of all the problems
facing them as students depends upon a radical change in the political struc
ture of their country, in other words on the achievement of national inde
pendence

by

Algeria.
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CHAPTER THREE:

International Ramifications
Born when the war of National Liberation was at its height,
actively
in the fight for independence and therefore
directly exposed to

engaged

colonialist

repression, UGEMA

immediately realised the vital necessity of
international student movement. Vigorous action soon
gave it a prominent place in the movement. Recognition as a National Union
by the 6th ISC in Colombo in September 1956, when UGEMA became

being

a part of the

delegate, and affiliation a few months later to the International
Students, as an associate member, gave UGEMA its definite place

a member

Union
in the

of

movement and

broadened its field

of activity.

Fundamental principles
UGEMA
orating

entered the

with all

international

arena with the

intention

of collab

the students of the world, and with clear and well-defined

principles.

•

The fight

against colonialism andfor national

independence.

This principle has remained the fundamental one which guides UGEMA
in its work of international co-operation. On this basis
UGEMA has

refused

to

have any

do
all

not give

relations with student organisations which

it

a real

•

not admit this or

by taking a clear stand on the natural right of
independence, according to the Charter of the United

meaning

peoples to national

Nations.

do

Maintaining political

independence

as regards

the

different trends
'

student world.

This

second principle

not allowed
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to act

in

a

is

the constant preoccupation of our

spirit

of

bias springing from

clans

dividing

the

Union. It is
blocks.

and

UGEMA's

attitude

Revolution

and

dependence

and

for

the social and economic

The UGEMA delegation

• Action

leading

of peace

and

be determined by the dictates of the Algerian
interests of the peoples of Africa fighting for in

must

the true

to

to the

jth

mutual respect and

an age

friendship

of their countries.

IUS Congress in Pekin (September

co-operation and

the coming of

liberation

unity in the
of liberty

among

all

student

and

world, the

progress, in

i?ri

maintenance

an atmosphere

of

peoples.

In order not to renounce its vocation in the university world, a vocation
intend to comply with in full, our Union cannot limit itself to carrying
out these first two principles. That is why it extended its field of activity and
within the framework of the Confederation of North African Students
we

(CNAE)
ently

took an

of any

active, dynamic

larger

stand on

ideological conception UGEMA has

and used all the weight of

its influence

student

always

issues. Independ

taken and active stand

to achieve a certain orientation

in

various problems.

Both in

has

never

the

IUS

and

ISC/COSEC,

departed from these

and

principles

in bi-lateral relations, UGEMA
from the struggle to apply

and
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This attitude has made UGEMA respected and given it
authority today in the eyes of all the national and international organisations
which have appealed to it from time to time, whenever major issues con
them successfully.

future

the

cerning

of a

an organisation

country

like

war, the

at

Thus

considerations.

It
the

the

is the National Student Union
is more important than all other
UGEMA was and still is :

UGEMA,

which

first

aim of

by

revolution

making it better known through

the world.

was

to put an end to the centuries-old mystification about

necessary :

colonialism"

"civilising

of a people

waging

the most glorious struggle ; to

Algeria ;

distinguish clearly between France
; to

al power

show the world the true picture

; to

mission of

to explain the tragic situation of

in

up for discussion.

national effort

The strengthening of the Algerian
out

come

Aims

Primary
For

have

of the student world

to

inform

disillusion

public opinion and

students who

as a cultural power and

France

get the active participation of the world student

do

not

as a coloni

community

our struggle.

To

achieve this

it

was clear that

only

an active

policy

would

be

effective.

Beyond the Algerian problem itself, however, UGEMA had another
to put the anticolonialist

struggle as a whole

important of the preoccupations

back into its

rightful place as

the

aim :
most

of the student movement. To work to
put a
stop to the colonial wars which are steeping the African continent in
blood is the best way to contribute to safeguarding peace and international
and activities

security.

At the head of the
The
Algerian

anti-colonialist struggle.

prestige enjoyed
people's

Algerian Revolution, the very fact that
had become a real symbol in the eyes of

by the

struggle

colonial and anti-imperialist

peoples,

meant

that

the

the

UGEMA immediately found

itself in the forefront of the student organisations of the colonial
countries,
particularly in France, where they are organised in the Liaison Committee.
UGEMA brought an accretion of vigour and
fighting spirit to this Commit
tee, as can be seen by such important events as
20th 1956 in Mont-

January

pellier, the

organisation of a

big

anti-colonialist

meeting on February 21st
broken off between UNEF and UGEMA, and the
dissolution of our Union.
In the sphere of international youth and student
organisations, UGEMA
has never ceased pointing out the need for all the youth of the world to
1956 after relations were

presevere

in the

and militant

in the
28

in

words

constant struggle against colonialism and to remain vigilant

this sphere.

of

her

And it is

justice that UGEMA said
IUS Executive Committee

not without

President, addressing

the

meeting in Tunis in

February

"We

i960:

beware

should

of misplaced opti

may be roused by the sight of certain acts of pseudo-liberalism,
to in a spectacular manner by the colonialist powers driven hard
by

mism which

resorted

forces. These are nothing but strategic manoeuvres which
deceive no-one, and certainly not world student opinion.
To work to unite the student forces of Africa to put a final end on
African soil to colonialism in all its forms
that is one of the motives of
UGEMA in its work.
the popular
should

.

—

bonds of unity between the students of the brother
Algeria is an integral part
in order to struggle
more effectively against imperialism in all its forms
that is another aspect
of the great struggle our National Union is
carrying on.
After the establishment of the Confederation of North African Students
(CNAE) this struggle experienced a considerable degree of development.
The unswerving loyalty of UGEMA to the principle of anti-colonialist
struggle found its best illustration in the
history of relations between UGEMA
To

Arab

strengthen the

countries

—

of which

—

—

and

UNEF.

After

the

equality
Algerian war,
the

existed

however,

people of

young

of the

responsibilities.
appealed

problem

and

Algeria

its

real

results

and of

Committee

through the Liaison
opinion

of UGEMA friendly relations on a basis of
between it and UNEF. The intensification of the

establishment

strict

the

future

campaign

informing

before

laying

UGEMA, being

French

a student

UNEF ; the latter refused to take a clear stand
of the Algerian question. This brought about

to

and

on the

in

public

France its

organisation,

fundamental

a rupture

entailed

between

to undertake

the youth of

UGEMA in December 1956, and this
between UNEF and the Liaison Committee.

UNEF

of relations

forced UGEMA

a vast campaign to

situation, thus

In this

for

France,

between

turn a

break

From the Congress to the Administrative Councils, the question of
between UGEMA and UNEF was vigorously debated. For a long
time UNEF remained in isolation. It was an isolation that weighed heavily
on the international and bi-lateral commitments of UNEF. In the course of

relations

1959 UNEF

made

some

timid attempts to

the good will of some of the

Union's

tion of the
and

leading

the

the question,

Union

showing

to settle the

quest-

relations with the student organisations of the colonial

newly independent countries.
UGEMA noted the attempts

and gave them

reopen

figures in

its support,

e. g. the

being

made

by

certain

student

National Student Conference

groups

organised

by the General Federation of Arts Faculty Students (FGEL) in February i960.
Finally
in

Congress UNEF

at the 49th

Algeria,

the

war

the

Algerian

recognising

people to

all, to

adopted a resolution

Algerian

self-determination,

the National Liberation
above

the

Front

not

and

only to

condemning

nation as such and the right of

calling for

negotiations with

obtain a cease-fire

but

also and

obtain guarantees of self-determination.
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From then
the

and a
one

on

the problem was

Liaison Committee

joint

communique

UNEF

by

Algerian

and

by

UNEF

UGEMA,

essentially

cleared

their relations
and

were

the Liaison

up; UGEMA and

UNEF

with

once

more,

Committee, followed by
a clear stand on the

published, giving

war.

From then
normal-

examined

again,

relations

on

and

the

between UNEF

former began

to

work

in Algeria which is ruining the
mising its future both in France itself and in
end to the war

and our

youth

National Union

were

effectively for an
of France and compro

actively

and

relations with

the rest of the

world.

Active

It

work

in the

would take a

world.

long time to enumerate all the national and international

UGEMA has been represented. Let us confine the list
important international or regional manifestations where UGEMA
represented
by important delegations :

congresses at which

to some
was

—

IUS Congress in Prague (August 1956)

and

in Pekin (September

1958).

Thousands ofyoung

people
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the Algerian national
flag
Student Festival in Moscow.

salute

Youth

and

at

the

Sixth World

At the World

Assembly

of Youth in New Delhi (August 19 ;8) an Algerian
with the national flag.

delegation presented President Nehru

—

6th, 7th and 8th ISC held in Colombo (September 1956),
Ibadan (September 1957) and Lima (February 1959) respec

the

tively.
—

—

6th and 7th WAY Councils in Berlin (August 1956)
Delhi (August 1958).
the

and

New

Councils of the WFDY and the Executive Committee
in Budapest, Colombo, Prague and Conakry.

me-

etings

*

—

Afro-Asian and Pan- African student conferences held in Ban
doeng (April 1956), Kampala (July 1958) and Tunis (Au
gust 1959).

—

—

Afro-Asian

Youth Conference in Cairo

World Youth
and

Vienna

and

(July

(February

1959).

Student Festivals in Moscow (August 1957)

1959).

UGEMA also attended many national congresses of friendly
in Asia and Africa, America and Europe. We cannot keep

tions

the participation

in

seminars and

study

cycles

organisa
count

of

by delegates from our National

Union.
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The UGEMA delegation in Cuba
of Latin America.

To

during

a

tour

by UGEMA
China (April 1957 and i960),
Scandinavia (October 1958), America, March to June 1959, the people's
democracies in April 1958 and 1959, and the United States and Canada from
December 1959 to January i960.
on the

all

these meetings we should add the tour undertaken

invitation

of

friendly national unions, in

Everywhere the UGEMA delegations
was

the

heroic people, through
Conclusion

—

received a warm

of the youth and students of the

greeting

our

Thanks

principles, thanks

to the

host

welcome,

which

countries to our

delegations.

to the correct stand

dynamic

taken, based

on unquestionable

work of our members who

unflaggingly
are to make the real
meaning and the true aims of
known to the world, we have the satisfaction of
being
able to
say that our efforts have not been in vain. The voice of Algeria has
been heard everywhere. The youth and students of the
world, overcoming
their divisions, are now united in their support and their active
solidarity with
the youth of Algeria. The resolutions adopted
by various national and
international bodies, the practical help we have received from these organi
work

wherever

they

our national struggle

sations, transform into reality the sympathy

Algerian
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revolution.

and

support enjoyed

by

the

The UGEMA delegation visiting China (May 19 ;y)
Chou En-lai.

was received

by

President

can look back with pride at the road it has travelled since it
into being. The Algerian students and with them all their comrades
fighting all over the world can but rejoice at the victories won by our Nati
onal Union in
accomplishing its mission on behalf of the just cause of figh

UGEMA

came

ting Algeria.
On
ened

the threshold of the sixth year of

by its

successes,

will remain

The Algerian students,

its existence,

loyal to its mission,

conscious of their

their efforts and make the greatest sacrifices to

UGEMA,

and never

strength

flag.

responsibilities, will redouble
hasten the dawn of a free and

independent Algeria.
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DOCUMENTS
concerning

the

activities

of UGEMA

Political Statements

Political

resolution

the Second UGEMA

Congress,
unanimously
held in Paris March 24th to 30th, 1956
adopted

by

CONSIDERING that colonialism, the
absolute negation of

the

source

of

poverty

and

illiteracy,

is

the

dignity of a nation,

CONSIDERING that the fight of the Algerian people is just and legitimate in the
historic evolution of the nations and that it cannot end otherwise than in the acquisition
by the Algerian people of tlieir sovereignty,
CONSIDERING finally that the policy of force, of unmitigated warfare, and of
repression, without impeding the invincible liberation movement, runs the risk of simply
multiplying the number of victims and making impossible any understanding between the
French and Algerian sovereign peoples,

Congress demands

:

THAT THE INDEPENDENCE OF ALGERIA SHOULD BE DECLARED;
THAT ALL IMPRISONED PATRIOTS SHOULD BE

FREED;

THAT NEGOTIATIONS SHOULD TAKE PLACE WITH THE NATIONAL
LIBERATION FRONT.

Motion

policy unanimously adopted by the Third
National UGEMA Congress, held in Paris

on general

December 23rd to 26th 1957
Motion on general policy unanimously adopted by the Third National UGEMA
held in Paris December 23rd to 26th 1957.
CONSIDERING that the struggle of the Algerian people is in the direction of the
historic evolution of the nations,
CONSIDERINGthatthewar policy of the French Government is necessarily doom
ed to fail in the face of the unshakeable will of the Algerian people to continue the
struggle until liberation has been achieved,
CONSIDERING that the recommendations of the UNO have remained unfulfilled,
the new postponement granted to the French Government may entail a serious deterio

Congress,

ration of the

situation,
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that the students of Algeria are taking an active part in the struggle
in the resistence forces,
in the price they pay under the terrible repression,
in the sacrifices they are making,
the Third National UGEMA Congress
Draws the attention of public opinion in France and abroad to the need for a political
solution in
conformity with the natural right of all peoples to independence,

CONSIDERING

—

—

—

Reaffirms

by the Second National Congress i.
Algerian independence;
the National Liberation Front.

the stand taken

e.

the proclamation of
negotiations with

The historic

strike of

May

1956

The Algiers Appeal

Algerian students,

Following the assassination of our brother Zeddour Belkacem by the French police,
following tire murder of our elder brother Dr. Benzerdjeb, following the tragic death of
brother

Brahmi, of our colleague from Bougie, burned alive in his mechta
French army set fire during the Easter holidays, following the summary
execution in a
group of hostages of our writer Rhida Houhou, the secretary of the Benbadis Institue in Constantine, following the horrible tortures inflicted on Dr. Heddam of
our younger

to which the

Constantine

and

Dr. Baba Ahmed

With the partisans.

.

.

and

Dr. Tobal

of

Tlemcen, following

From left to right, the AH Kofi

brothers,

the arrest of our

Krim Belkacem

(Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs in the Provisional
Government), Abdallah
Bentobal (Minister of Home Affairs),
Benyoussef Ben Kheda (former Minister
of Social Affairs), a moudjahid and our lamented brother Ben Baatouche Allaoua,
General Secretery of the Algiers section
UGEMA- political
of

commandant
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in the Liberation

Army,

who was

and

killed in battle in 19 j 8.

military

Amara, Lounis, Saber and Touati, torn from the French jails, and of our
Zerroucki and Madhi, following the deportation of our comrade Hihi, following
the campaign of intimidation waged against UGEMA, the police have now snatched
from our hands, in the early hours of the morning, our brother Fcrhat Hadjadj, student of
education and house master at the Ben Aknoun Lycee; after
torturing him and holding
him for ten days (with the complicity of the Court and of the Supreme Algerian Admini
stration, who had been informed of the affair), we were finally told, under the stress of
deep emotion, that the Djidjelli police, aided by the local militia, had murdered him.
Was the warning of our great strike of January 20th 1956 in vain?
Indeed, we shall not make better corpses for having gained a diploma first! What is
the good of these diplomas they still offer us, while our nation is fighting heroically,
comrades
comrades

while our

mothers,

our

wives,

our sisters are

killed by machine-gun-fire and
As for us, the men of tomorrow

being

—

ruins and piles of

corpses,

no

doubt,

violated,

napalm

while our children and old men are

bombs.

what tomorrow are we

those of

being offered ?

The care of
Tlemccn

Constantine, Tebessa, Philippeville,

have become part of the epic of our country. To be passive
before our eyes, makes us accomplices in the ignoble accusati
valiant national army. The false inactivity in which we are placed

and other places whose names

in face
ons

of this war

being hurled

going

at our

on

longer satisfy our consciences.
Our duty calls us to other more imperative tasks,

can no

more

urgent,

more

insistent

and

more glorious.

Our

duty

FREE, face

calls upon us to

face

to

suffer

daily,

side

by

side wirh those who

fight

and

die

with the enemy.

WE SHALL ALL GO ON STRIKE IMMEDIATELY AND BOYCOTT LEC
TURES AND EXAMINATIONS FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD.
We

must

We

must

the lecture rooms of the University for the resistence army.
join the National Liberation Army en masse, and work with its political

leave

organ, the National Liberation Front.

Alger, May 19
The declaration

of

the

strike

by

th 1956

UGEMA.

"For nearly two years the Algerian people has been passing through one of the
difficult periods in its history. A victim of the colonial expansion which spread
regain
across the world during the previous century, it has not ceased to fight implacably to
at the cost of such sacrifices that the admiration of the whole world has
its
most

sovereignty,

been

aroused.

the great events which marked the history of humanity during the first
half of the twentieth century, and especially after the second world war, this fight could
have been carried on along the lines of peaceful evolution, through the free play of de
a colonial
mocratic institutions based on respect for the will of the people. But thanks to
thanks to
regime anxious above all to preserve the principles which gave it birth, and
the Algerian
a policy which insists on turning its back on the most glaring realities,
aspirations and realise
people was again forced to take up arms in order to claim its just
its sovereignty. Yet although the armed insurrection which broke out in Algeria on No
whose final end is now
vember 1st 1954 has begun the destruction of the colonial regime,
it has not yet roused in the minds of the French leaders the slightest
seen to be

Following

inevitable,

hint

of an acceptable solution.

Algeria itself
UGEMA, which brings together the Algerian Moslem students both in
in France, Morocco, Tunis and the Middle East, and therefore feels that to a certain
degree it represents the future of Algeria, cannot but have something to say when this
future itself is in jeopardy.
Since it was created, in the words of the inaugural declaration at the Constituent
Congress in July 1 9 5 5 , UGEMA at the same time as it defined the specific values on which

and
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the

of the nation is based, has also underlined the urgent need to find a just
Algerian problem, in conformity with the rights of nations.
the sad experience of August 20th, UGEMA addressed itself through its

individuality

solution

to the

Following

Executive Committee

law

on

to

French

public

opinion,

denouncing

the evils of the notorious

the state of emergency, and the consequences of the application of the principle of

collective responsibility.

bitter fruits
the war

It

warned

intensified,

French politicians in particular of the
"attitudes may become more obstinate,
felt by our Union, human relations
most
is

the responsible

that might come of such methods:
and most serious of

all,

what

between the two peoples may become rarer".
Nevertheless repression only intensified its implacable course, attacking in particular
many members of UGEMA who were spared neither imprisonment, torture, nor even
assassination, as in the case of our deeply lamented Kacem Zeddour. Our Union did not
slacken in its policy, however, in order to contribute to the beginning of a policy of peace:
the appeal by the Directing Committee of UGEMA to the representatives of the French
people, after the elections of January 2nd ; the organisation of a hunger strike and a boy
cott of lectures on
January 20th, when the Executive Committee reaffirmed in a press
statement the stand taken by UGEMA ; the resolution adopted by the Second UGEMA
Congress courageously proclaiming the independence of Algeria and the opening of nego
tiations with the National Liberation Front as the only way to silence armed warfare.
But after January 2nd, when we were hoping for a new era in relations between our two
countries to open, total war has drowned all hopes of peace.
It would appear that under different formulas the same blind policy has come to stay.
From the
of M. Lacoste, it would
of M. Soustelle to the
appear that as far as Algeria is concerned, condemned as she is to
bloody immobility,
the
principle proclaimed from the outset by M. Mitterand is victorious : "The
only
only
form of negotiations is
The situation thus created could hardly fail to affect the students. And if UGEMA
suffers in general, it is the Algiers section that is most
The European
closely concerned
students in Algiers
5,000 against 500 of Moslem origin
are given a free hand to poison
the calm atmosphere which ought to be found in a University. They are armed, and do not
hesitate to intimidate their Moslem colleagues. Fed on extremist slogans, often inspired by
the ideologist of provocation, M. Bousquet,
they are always ready to respond to provoca
tions which would render hopeless any attempt to reach agreement with their Moslem
"quadrillage"

"pacification"

war."

.

—

.

.

—

colleagues :

the creation of an Action

Committee (CAU) whose first act was to obtain by means
AGE bureau, which was held to be too liberal;
this led to the resignation of the Moslem students from AGE ;
boycott of the lectures by Professor Mandouze, and physical attacks on him,
because his attitude favoured the aspirations of the Moslem students ;
the strike of
May 8th, which although it was directed 2gainst a reform which had
never been approved
by the Moslem students, nevertheless was an expression of hostility
to the latter ;
—

of a referendum

the resignation of the

—

—

Finally, the adoption by the General Assembly of AGE of a resolution calling for a certain
degree of general mobilisation, i. e. the establishment
of armed units of students, a resolution which
aimed at
nothing but the intensification of the war of extermination being waged against the people
of Algeria,
To this must be added new intimidation and new arrests of Moslem Algerian students :
Brachemi was imprisoned in Marseilles after
representing the Marseilles section of our
Union at the Second Congress ; Ferhat
Hadjadj was held and tortured for over a week by
the Algiers police, before
being transferred to Djidelli where he barely escaped (if we can
believe the official statement) the
summary execution of many Algerians. Not even the
secondary school students were spared, as can be seen from the case of young Brahmi,
a pupil of the Bougie
College, who was burned alive when his native village was destroyed,
—

during the holidays.
All
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these

incidents

of an

increasing

gravity,

on the

university

level,

contributed to

increasing

the tension

felt by

of the war efforts made
and

materials

our

Algerian

Making

their

by the increasing severity
by daily reinforcement of men

students and caused

by the French Government,

in Algeria.

marked

modest contribution.

Tormented like their people, incessantly provoked by the behaviour of their European
fellow-students and even of certain professors, the victims of ostracism, in a university
which ceased to welcome them, our brothers in Algiers decided that their dignity deman
ded that they should interrupt their studies and put an end to a situation which was becom
ing intolerable, and which no longer guaranteed even the minimum physical security and
mental peace
necessary for intellectual effort. It was at this moment that they decided to
call for a general and indefinite strike, boycotting lectures and examinations. What is more,
finding themselves affected in the most profound depths of their human dignity, as our
brothers in Algiers, were, unable to remain indifferent to the attitude of their European
colleagues who made it a point of honour to declare openly their part in the repression,
was it not the moment to ask where their proper place was, now : in the lecture halls of the
university, or elsewhere ? And so it does not surprise us that an appeal was issued in Algiers,
calling upon Moslem students to join the resistence forces.
The Moslem students outside Algeria, though far away from their country, can no
longer maintain their attitude of mere spectators of the tragic events taking place there ;
they take to themselves the trials of their brothers in Algiers. Indeed their fate is indivisibly
bound up with that of their nation and the fact that they are far away from their native
land only makes their moral distress the greater, makes the crisis through which their
conscience must pass all the sharper. For it is true that wherever he
may be, every Moslem
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Algerian

student

is

now

passing through

a crisis of conscience which

deepens

with

day that passes.

every

for

us
in the calm
alas, a factitious
every day brings its burden of alarming and tragic news
and our minds, weighed down by the difficult problems of the moment, have no respite ?
How can we think of examinations to be passed, concours to be gained, titles to be won,

Is it

now

—

when
of

his

possible to

of the

on with our studies

carry

universities,

when

every Algerian feels the imperative necessity to
people

Has

make

his contribution

to the struggle

?
the

not

bilities? And

so

each one of us

to

shoulder

his

repsonsi-

Directing Committee of UGEMA, after agreeing with
by the General Assembly of the Algiers section to boy

the

for an indefinite period, decided to
Moslem Algerian students in the universities of
Morocco, to begin on Monday May 28th 1956.

cott

lectures

this

strike

and

for

moment come

the decision taken

Tunisia

calm

—

to

and

examinations

all

extend

France,

This action implies heavy sacrifices, for it means renouncing the benefits accruing
from a whole year's work ; for many it means abandoning their vocation or breaking of!
their career. But it is an action which proves the will of all Moslem Algerian students to
their devotion.
put the national safety before all else ; they could give no better proof of
Finally, this action takes on the significance of a last cry of alarm, addressed to the conscience of every
Frenchman, whose attention we could not more effectively draw to the state of danger affairs in Algeria
have reached
now. May our action encourage them to achieve the acceptance, in this painful conflict,

by

of the necessity for negotiation and peace.
But in any case, to prevent misunderstanding, the Directing Committee of UGEMA, in the
assurance that it is expressing the deep feelings of all Moslem Algerian students, wishes to make it
quite clear that the action which the latter have been forced to take should in no case be interpreted as
an expression of hostility towards the French Universities and even less as a rejection of a culture to
which they remain sincerely attached. Going even further, the Directing Committee feels itself bound
to express its profound respect for all those professors who have never spared their respect for our
young intellectuals, andfor all our French friends whose loyalty to those values which have always done

honour to France has found its best expression in the fraternal support they have not ceased to extend
to the Algerian people.
The police reprisals which have been directed against some of them are an additional
proof that this noble cause is that of every man concerned for justice and liberty, and is
a sign of its early
victory."

Paris, Friday May

Directing
The declaration

of continuation of

the

26th,

1956.

Committee of UGEMA.

strike.

Last May the Algerian students in North African and French universities began
boycott of lectures and examinations for an indefinite period.
The reasons for this decision were set out in the declaration dated May 26th 1956.
Let it suffice to recall here the circumstances under which this decision was taken.
The new French Government, invested with special powers, had just finished preparations
for the total war which was to impose a military regime on the Algerian people. Hundreds
a

of thousands of soldiers were
arms and material were

being

being

landed in

our

country,
With

unloaded at our ports.

while

immense

quantities of

force at their
imminent liquidation

a considerable

M. Lacoste and the French military leaders announced the
in Algeria.
But taught by long months of fierce struggle, the Algerian people again killed the
hopes of those who had hoped to break their spirit and faced their new trial with even

disposal,

of the

"rebellion"

stronger will and greater
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unity

than

before.

The Algerian

devote

themselves

students'

decision

completely

to

boycott

their

lectures and examinations
for liberation was a part

to their country's struggle

and to
of this

complete mobilisation of our national energy.

Six months have now passed. At the beginning of the academic year the Directing
Committee of UGEMA held a special session on November 16th and 17th last year,
to examine the situation in the light of the events of that period of time.

In the first place we should emphasise the unanimity and enthusiasm with which the
Algerian students responded to the appeal issued by their General Union, while for their
part the
secondary and higher school pupils in Algeria spontaneously joined the strike
movement, which then spread to the primary schools as well when the recent term began.
But the strike was only the symbol of the more effective engagement of
the Algerian students in the political struggle, the expression of their will to
take their full part in the struggle being carried on by the people, whose
trials and dangers they wish to share.
Behind prison walls and in the colonialist jails, in the towns and in the military campa
igns wherever the hard struggle for our liberty is going on, men and women students are
sacrificing themselves and risking their lives side by side with their brothers in arms.
Many have already fallen that Algeria may live, and it is enough today to recall the
memory of two of them, Amara and Lounis, leaders of our Algiers section, who died
a hero's death last summmer.
This active engagement of our students in the struggle met with a great response
among the broad masses of the people, for it dealt a severe blow to the colonialist lie that
would reduce the Algerian revolution to a collection of brigand incidents due to a handful
of fanatics or agents in the
pay of foreign powers.
Thus all who hoped or who still hope to raise an artificial barrier between our
intellectuals and the rest of the nation see their illusions crash one after the other. Joined
in one single fight, the workers, peasants and students are sealing in action
the unity of the Algerian people.
While on the Algerian level, against the background of the struggle, our strike was
a real contribution to the great efforts
being made by our people, on the international
level it succeeded in rousing great interest for the Algerian cause. The many messages of
received
UGEMA
bear witness to the breadth of the issue among student
solidarity
by
opinion. This sympathy is seen in the important place granted to our young Union at the
various national and international Congresses held from May to October 1956.
There was a conference of representatives of the students of Africa and Asia being
held in Bandoeng when the news of our strike was received with great emotion.
The discussions during this Conference revealed an exceptionally great interest in the
Algerian question, and a warm welcome was given to the UGEMA delegation. Important
decisions on Algeria were adopted unanimously by the Conference :
Condemnation of the colonialist war in Algeria and solidarity with the Algerian
in their fight for independence.
2. An appeal to the UNO to
send to Algeria a commission to investigate the "crimes against humanity
perpetrated
;
by the French
put an end to the Algerian war which is a threat to world peace;
Government
accept
a solution in
to
French
force the
keeping with the legiti
mate aspirations of the Algerian people.
3 A call to the Prime Ministers of the African and Asian countries to call a special
conference to study ways and means of effective aid to the people of Algeria fighting
1.

people

—

colonialists"

—

—

.

for

their

liberty.

An appeal to the students of Africa and Asia to hold
their Algerian comrades on August 20th 1956.
4.

a

Day

of

Solidarity

with
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Nearer home, the students of Tunisia, Morocco, Black Africa, Madagascar, Martini
Guadeloupe expressed their complete solidarity with the Algerian students :
greeting the strike organised by the Algerian students, and giving support for
their national demands, in particular by the organisation in Africa and in France
of a
one-day hunger-strike ;
suspending relations with UNEF, when the latter decided to break off relations

que and
—

—

UGEMA.

with

Meeting in Dakar on July

i ith 1

9; 6 for their

Congress, the Moslem students of Black

condemned the sending of Senegalese
Algeria.
The fourth National Congress of UGET, which was of exceptional importance this
year since it was the first congress held by the Tunisian students on the soil of their newly
independent country, paid special attention to an analysis of the Algerian question.
After condemning the colonialist war in Algeria and asing the Tunisian Government
to do everything possible to speed up a solution conforming to the national aspirations of
the Algerian people, it reaffirmed unconditional support for UGEMA. It expressed itself
in favour of closer links between the students of Algeria and Tunisia, which for Maghreb

Africa

greeted the

Algerian

student

strike and

troops to

is

step nearer the realisation of organic unity.
fourth world student congress organised by the IUS in Prague from August
26th to September 4th, a one minute's silence was observed in
memory of the Algerian
students fallen fighting for their country's liberty, while the Declaration of the Directing
Committee of UGEMA was one of the documents chosen as woridng papers for the
Commission on "the problems and activities of students against colonialism". Congress,
which recognised UGEMA as the organisation
representing the Algerian students,
adopted
unanimously a resolution calling for the ending of the war in Algeria and the
fulfilment of the legitimate aspirations of the Algerian people. In addition, it mandated
the Executive Committee of the IUS to give
help to the Algerian students on strike.
A certain-number of scholarships was put at the disposal of UGEMA with immediate
students

At

one

the

effect.

Elsewhere a special resolution adopted by the 6th Congress of the World Assembly
Youth meeting in Berlin from August 20th to 25th, at which an UGEMA delegation
was present, called for an end to the the colonial regime in Algeria. A seat on the Executive
Committee of WAY was reserved for UGEMA.
UGEMA was also invited by the National Union of Students of the USA to attend
their 9th Congress, from August 21st to
3 1st, in Chicago. Unfortunately our representative
was unable to take part since the French authorities refused to issue a passport. But alt
hough we were not present in Chicago, the Algerian cause was eloquently pleaded,
particularly by the delegate representing the Arab students in America. This Congress
of

unanimously

adopted a resolution :

condemning the colonialist methods used in Algeria ;
protesting energetically at measures which prevent Algerian students from
travelling freely beyond French territory;
reassuring the Algerian students of the solidarity of their American friends.
In its turn the 6th ISC (COSEC), meeting in Ceylon from September nth to 21st
discussed the problem of Algeria. Important decisions on the subject were taken there:
a resolution was passed
calling for the end of the colonialist regime in Algeria and
for independence, essential conditions for the future and for a true and
flourishing national
culture in that
country ;
-^

—

—

—

—

Algeria
—

a commission

is

to

be

sent to

investigate

in
Algerian students are living ;
National Union, which thereby

the situation of our national culture

and the moral and material conditions under which
a

crushing majority vote recognised UGEMA
in the 6th ISC as such.

as a

allowed us to take part

Finally we should mention that UGEMA took part in other international events such
as the

the
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6th International Student Press Conference, in
Tunis, and the Moscow meeting
Committee for the 6th World Festival of Youth and Students.

Preparatory

of

Even more recently UGEMA went to Belgrade for the National Congress of Yugoslav
Students.
But of all the demonstrations of sympathy shown to us in the past vacations, those of
the Day of Solidarity on August 20th remain the most significant, expressing the interest
felt by university circles everywhere in the Algerian cause.
Many messages were addressed to UGEMA on this occasion, especially by UGET,
AEM, FEANF and the All-China Students Federation, while demonstrations in support
of Algeria were organised in many different countries in particular in Djakarta and Hanoi.
While the Algerian students today enjoy the firm friendship of many
countries, this is only a reflection of the attention drawn to our country by
the revolution now going on, which has lifted Algeria out of the obscurity
and isolation in which colonialism had held it up to now.
Did not three important chiefs of state finish their meeting at Brioni by demanding
for Algeria the end of the unjust war and the right to liberty ?
Was it not clear when the question of Algeria was proposed for the agenda of the
General Assembly of the United Nations that French Government propaganda was in
effective where Latin America was concerned, so obvious is the justice of our cause to
everybody ?
To make
aims of our
obliged

to

our Algerian problem an international one, which is one of the fundamental
revolution, has already been achieved, and the French Government was

it could not prevent UNO from discussing the problem.
in spite of the favourable trend in international public opinion, in
Algerian cause, French public opinion still refuses to accept the evidence of

admit

that

Unfortunately
favour

of the

the real truth about our country.

An international

student

delegation visiting

a

camp for Algerian

child refugees

in Tunisia.
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Our strike has brought us many expressions of
sympathy from youth and student
organisations, trade unions and political organisations. We were
particularly moved by
the response from certain professors who are members of
the Committee of Intellectuals
against the war and for peace in North Africa.
But it is nevertheless true, in general, that French public opinion
remains

indifferent

except when it applauds
the policy being carried out in Algeria.
This policy, which turns its back on the most obvious facts and
obstinately ignores
the legitimate aspirations of the
Algerians, seems to be fated to remain unchanged.
We ourselves are forced to this conclusion
by some measures which followed our
strike. Algerian students were arrested or subjected to
police questioning in different
towns in France, while our comrades in
Montpellier, who had been the object of extreme
racial provocation for a whole
year, found themselves barred from university canteens and
hostels by a decision of the University Council.
Those who requested permission to join their families or to travel to other
countries
saw their requests for an
entry visa for Algeria or a passport systematically refused.
The Algerian people have suffered the severest trials without respite
; massacres on
a large scale, carried out
by considerable land forces usually supported by aircraft or even

to

—

—

by the navy,
day by day.

alternate with

arbitrary

acts and measures

intended

to

harass

the population

The French Government refuses to entertain
any serious proposal which could lead
to a just and constructive solution. It tries to confuse
public opinion by propaganda

manoeuvres such as the notorious offers of a
invitation to unconditional

capitulation,

"cease-fire"

which aim at

nothing less than an
is resolute in its

addressed to a nation which

determination to rule its own destiny.
It is in any case becoming more and

more difficult for them to gain credence for such
policy they have decided on and intend to pursue is one of war, for to
maintain it they have recourse to the most ill-considered
actions. In order to sabotage the
Peace Conference in Tunis did they not ignore the
sovereignty so recently restored to
Tunisia and Morocco, when they arrested five National Liberation Front leaders in
de
fiance of international law and morality? What is
more, were they not willing to endanger
world peace,
by joining the Egyptian campaign in the Utopian hope of making it
this is
a secret nowhere
an additional reason for
imposing a military regime in Algeria?
In France itself, all who try to
stop the bloodshed by creating an atmosphere in which
peace could be restored
again, come under fire from the supporters of colonialist war
as was seen when Professor Mandouze was
arrested, and in other cases of Frenchmen
like him, have earned the respect of Algerians.

manoeuvres.The sole

—

—

*

Thus in the course of the last six
Algeria has become worse,

situation in

incitement stifles all

who

try

dirierent peoples.

*

*

forced to the conclusion that the
intense campaign of racial and religious
voice for reason and
friendship between

months we are
while an

to raise their

The Algerian people,

who have
only been given an intensification of the
to their profound hopes, must therefore
carry on their cour
fight And for the Algerian students the
circumstances which forced
them to undertake their strike remain as
valid as ever.
war in response

ageous

The

Directing

Committee of UGEMA has therefore decided
and boycott of lectures
and examinations

to continue the strike

declared last May.
tHiS

of
revering deep homage to the students
''VeS f<"" A geHa' and t0 a" men an* women
students
™HP the
,h
have made
supreme sacrifice for this cause.
.0p'.ortu"ity

wh.Thh.wri«

who
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They

assure all patriots

fighting for

national

liberation

of our complete

solidarity, and assure of our sympathy all free men in France and elsewhere
who are working to secure justice for the people of Algeria and for
the sake

humanity to hasten an era of peace and liberty.
They express their gratitude to all who have sent assurance of their
sympathy and solidarity, in North Africa, France and elsewhere.
They particularly wish to assure the native students of the colonial
countries that their Algerian comrades will not rest until the
day when not

of

only

Algeria, but

The

all other countries will

Directing

of

views of all

Algerian students,

expressing the

are

be freed.

Committee

devotion to the revolution
demand recognition

again

UGEMA,

carried out
of

the

by

natural

convinced

our

that

reaffirm

they
their

people,

and once

right of the

Algerian

to sovereignty and independence.
They remind the French Government that the only way to
stop the bloodshed in Algeria, to restore peace in North Africa,
nation

to

some hope of
friendly co-operation between
Maghreb in the future, is to begin without
delay
negotiations with the National Liberation Front which enjoys

and

France

preserve

and

the complete confidence
effort

it has

shown

of

them the

the people, because
way to liberation.

by

prodigious

FINALLY THEY EXPRESS THEIR UNSHAKEABLE FAITH
IN THE TRIUMPH OF THE ALGERIAN

CAUSE,

FOR WHICH

OUR PEOPLE HAVE GIVEN SO MUCH.
PARIS, DECEMBER

Directing
The declaration that the
On

strike

is to

13th 1956.

Committee of UGEMA.

end

UGEMA took the historic decision to go on strike and boycott
for an indefinite period.
This decision, the importance and gravity of which is clear to everyone, came at a
moment when the Government, betraying the hopes of peace nourished by the great
majority of the French people who had put them in power, went blindly into a war of
colonial reconquest and extermination. The Algerian students responded with enthusiasm

lectures

May

26th 1956

and examinations

to the appeal

of

their

national union

; the

strike movement spread to the pupils of the

secondary schools and colleges, and even to the primary schools.
The Declaration issued by the Directing Commitee made it clear that the strike was
not intended as a gesture of hostility towards the French Universities, but the answer to
an imperative national need. In this
way the students of Algeria made clear at this decisive
stage of the Algerian revolution their well-considered determination to enter fully into the
liberation fight being carried on by their people, whose sufferings and sacrifices they had
always shared.

At a time when infamous propaganda was trying to make out that the Algerian Revo
lution was merely the work of a handful of fanatics and "brigands", the fact that the
Algerian students joined the struggle destroyed these worn-out colonialist arguments and
were an additional proof that the whole of the Algerian people supported the ideal of the
revolution.
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Leaving

university to take up more urgent tasks, the Algerian students made
in all fields to the great efforts of the people, sharing their
trials, their risks and their hopes. In colonialist jails, in the towns and in the mountains,
wherever the battle for
liberty was being fought, the men and women students daily
risked their lives
by the side of their brothers-in-arms.
Beyond the national frontiers the Algerian students spared no efforts to make known
"pacification"
to world public opinion the true face of the
Revolution, and to show that
meant
nothing but the war of extermination whose horrors and atrocities were mounting
to unprecedented heights.
the

their modest contribution

"pacification"
the whole world knows that
has failed and that the Algerian
is invincible because it is the embodiment of a just cause. It has found such an
that it has defenders even in the ranks of the traditional friends and allies of

Today
revolution
audience

France.
This

from international public opinion, and the many expressions of sympathy
to them, proved to the Algerian students that their appeal to the
conscience of the world had been heard, and that the world had been won for the cause
they were fighting for.
and

The

its

support

solidarity

shown

Algerian revolution has gained in the world is only the reflection of
among the masses of the Algerian people, who have given their whole-hearted

respect the

prestige

and spontaneous support to

in

it.

Fighting

against one of the strongest and most up-to-date

Revolution is stronger than ever. Its sway
Algerian territory is becoming more and more final and deep-rooted,
and truly Algerian sub-structures of state are
becoming a reality.
Thus the stage of dissemination which is the first stage of the revolution is now being
completed, and the second stage of consolidation of the system, and its development,
is beginning.
Just as they refused no sacrifice to bring the first phase of the struggle to a successful
conclusion, so the Algerian students should do all in their power to ensure the success of
armies

the world, after three years of war the

over the whole of

the second phase.

Confident in
responsibilities

final

the

result of the struggle

have

in

for

liberation,

and conscious of the

heavy

build a new state and ensure its
face these new tasks. Given this
development, they
new mission by their people,
demonstrate
their
faith
in the future by preparing even
they
in the midst of war for the morrow of
victory, in order to give independent Algeria the
trained people she will need, tried in battle and
worthy of the revolutionary spirit of the

they

will

to shoulder

harmonious

order to

should now prepare to

people.

In

view of these

aspects, the

Directing

Committee

of

UGEMA, meeting in Paris

on

September 21st and 22nd 1957, unanimously decided to end the strike and boycott of
lectures and examinations, as from the
beginning of the 1957 1958 school year. They
issue a fraternal appeal to all pupils of
primary and secondary schools, and to all university
students, to resume their studies at all levels of education. This does not however apply to
the University of Algiers, where there is no doubt at all about
the colonialist spirit of the
University.
—

In this

Algerian students reaffirm their unshakeable
Algerian revolution, and their fearless determination to
carry
fighting for national independence
are
fully realised. They will be faithful to the memory of their brothers who have fallen in
glory on the battlefield. They pay deep homage to all those who have made the supreme
sacrifice to
bring victory to the Algerian cause.
new phase of the struggle the

attachment to the

ideals

of the

on the struggle until the aspirations of the
people

by

Finally they wish to stress the permanent support and the active solidarity shown them

the students

Morocco.
shown

They

them,

of the colonial countries and of

send

and to all who are

hasten the dawn
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the brother countries of Tunisia and
their sincere thanks to all the students of the world for the
sympathy

of the age of

working

liberty

to obtain

and peace.

justice for

the people of Algeria and to

The Directing Committee of UGEMA reaffirms that in
in Algeria and avoid extending the conflict to the whole
endanger for ever the relations between France and North

order to end the
of

Maghreb,

Africa,

negotiations with the

open

National Liberation Front

on

the

the

basis

only

bloodshed

which would
solution

is

to

of recognition of

Algerian independence.

Paris, Monday October

Directing
UGEMA Declaration
of the

on

the occasion

Provisional Government

of

of

14th

1957,

Committee of UGEMA.

the proclamation

the Algerian Republic

The Union Generate des Etudiants Musulmans Algeriens has just received official
of the Proclamation of the Provisional Government of the Algerian
Republic
yesterday, September 19th 1958, in Algeria, Rabat (Morocco), Tunis (Tunisia) and Cairo
(United Arab Republic) simultaneously.
This event which has been eagerly awaited for months answers to the deepest aspirat
ions of the Algerian people and the desire so often expressed by the Algerian students.
It also agrees with the aspirations of the people and Governments of Tunisia and
notice

Morocco,

in

Tangiers Conference (April
Maghreb students, as shown by the resolutions adopted
first
Conference
the
of
Confederation
Nord-Africaine des Etudiants.
by
This event marks the culmination of the tireless efforts of the National Liberation
the
embodiment
the
of
national
will
of
the Algerian people, over four years, to
Front,
bring the war of liberation to victory.
It puts an end for good to the desperate attempts of the French Government to
impose a policy of integration, and brings to naught the manoeuvres of the French impe
rialists who are preparing, on the eve of the debate on the Algerian question in UNO,
1958)

clearly

expressed

the recommendations of the

and with the wishes of all

the

mystify world opinion by organisation of a pseudo-referendum.
This event marks a new era in the history of Algeria. For the first time since the
destruction of the Algerian state in 1830 by French conquest the state power has been
renewed. Algeria will now take its rightful place among the independent nations after 128
years of colonial domination. The sacrifices made by the Algerian people for over a cen
tury, their fighting spirit and their unshakable faith in ultimate victory allow them to
exercise national
sovereignty today and to set up in the heat of battle the regime they have
chosen for themselves : a democratic, social republic.
The Algerian students enthusiastically greet the birth of a provisional government of
the Algerian Republic, which is a historic victory in the Algerian people's fight for inde
pendence, and reaffirm their will to continue the fight determinedly until the whole of the
national territory of Algeria has been liberated.
The Algerian students know that this fight is long and difficult, calling for even
greater effort and sacrifices than in the past. The French colonialists and their allies are not
ready to drop their prey. After the blow that has just been delivered we must redouble our
efforts to hasten the moment of final victory.
The solidarity of those nations who desire peace and progress, and fight determinedly
against colonialism and imperialism, helped the Algerian people during these four years of
war to survive the attacks of the French government, and to inflict crushing defeats on it.
Today this solidarity is more necessary than ever, and should find its best expression
in recognition of the Provisional Algerian Government.
And so UGEMA, while repeating our feelings of gratitude for the student organisa
to

tions which constantly gave

us their

support,

appeals to them to

to press their governments to recognise the

intensify their activity and

Provisional Government

of the

Algerian

Republic.
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deep conviction that the solidarity of the de
impose and consolidate the victory of the Algerian people, which is
those who fight for the final destruction of colonialism and imperialism.

The Algerian

students express their

mocratic nations will

the

victory

of all

September

UGEMA Declaration

following the declaration

Government
on

of

of

20th 1958.

the Provisional

the Algerian Republic issued

September 28th 1959

On the occasion of the Declaration issued by the Provisional Government of the
Algerian Republic on September 28th 1959, the UGEMA which since its establishment has
devoted all its efforts to the national struggle for liberation and works unflaggingly in the
midst of the nation for the independence of Algeria, reaffirms its unconditional support
for the Government and fully approves the attitudes defined in this declaration.
After five years of unrelenting struggle and thanks to the glorious service of the
National Liberation Army, the Algerian people has reconquered, arms in hand, the right
to
determination and by the same token the right to national sovereignty, torn from
them by the colonial war of conquest waged by France.
In effect the Algerian people have had this natural and inalienable right, which is
and in vain
inscribed in the United Nations Charter, withheld from them for 130 years
self-

—

did

the colonialists attempt to

integration,

isolate

them

in

myths and mystifications about

assimilation,

and similar slogans.

For the first time since 1830 France has officially
determination for the Algerian people, and officially proclaimed it in the declaration
of the President of the Republic dated September 16th 1959.
The Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic which has the responsibility
of directing and
leading to a successful conclusion the Algerian people's fight for nati
onal liberation, replied to this in its statement issued on September 28th.
But it is essential that there should be no doubts about the meaning of self-determi
nation, which should be a really democratic means by which the Algerian people can
choose their own destiny.
That is why the Algerian students approve unreservedly the position adopted by the
Algerian Government on the integrity of the national territory as well as on the conditions
and practical application of this free consultation with the people.
They condemn any definition which might involve cutting off any of the national
territory of Algeria, and refuse any consultation organised within the framework of the
French authorities, under the control of the colonial administration and influenced by the
admitted

presence of an

No

army

of

nearly

a million

military

self-

and police.

valid application of the principle of self-determination

cessation of

the principle of

is

conceivable without

the

hostilities.

The Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic, for its part, made quite clear
in the Declaration of September 28th 1959 that it desired to secure this
necessary condition,
offering the French Government the chance to make peace immediately.
To this end, and to achieve the declaration of a cease-fire, the Provisional Govern

Algerian Republic proposed negotiations. These negotiations should be held
between the two parties in order to settle the military and political conditions necessary
for the application of the principle of self-determination.
International public opinion is fully aware of the historic significance of these propo
sals by the Provisional Government of the Algerian
Republic, which open up real prospects
of peace. As in the
past, the French Government has no choice but to enter into discussion
ment of the
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with the

Algerian Government if it sincerely wishes
liberty and democracy in Algeria.

to

end the

bloodshed

to

and

hasten

a new era of

On

the other

hand, if it

continues to refuse to negotiate with the

ment on the grounds of arguments of

lity

for

the prolongation

the solemn

declarations

of the

war,

procedure, it

will

bear

the

full

and world public opinion will

Algerian Govern

and entire responsibi

judge

the

sincerity

of

by the French Government, and the real intentions of this Govern

ment.

On the eve of the fifth anniversary of the Algerian
revolution, UGEMA reaffirms its
unfailing devotion to the ideal of liberty that inspires the Algerian people, and expresses
once more the complete confidence felt
by the Algerian students in their Government, and
their unshakable

realised, always

determination

to

carry

on

the

fight until national independence has been
Algerian revolution.

and still the supreme goal of the

Tunis, October

2nd 1959.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Communique issued

by

elections

Continuing its
has decided

policy

to proceed

UGEMA

in Algeria

of oppression of the

on
on

the

May

occasion of

the

canton

29th I960

Algerian people, the French Government
fixed for May 29th i960.

with the canton elections

These elections would have been insignificant had not the head of the French state,
General de Gaulle, solemnly reognised on September 16th 1959 that the Algerian people
have the right to self-determination, that is to say the right to decide for themselves what
their future will be. The Algerian people headed by the Provisional Government of the
Algerian Republic greeted this admission as a victory won after five years of struggle and
sacrifice. International public opinion saw in it the promise of an early end to a war which
by its very dimensions seriously endangers peace and international security.

By

its decision

to

colonial yoke

The

the French Government rejects the prin
its intention of maintaining Algeria under the

organise these elections

ciple of self-determination and

reveals

by force.

campaign of police

terror

and psychological pressure

being

run

in

charge of the preparation and control of these elections

leave

by

the colonial

doubt as to
its results, especially in view of repeated experience of French electoral machinations.
With a stubborn obstinacy very characteristic of the backward minds of the colonia
lists, the Government of the French Republic, counting every moment on a fall in the
fighting spirit of our people, carries on with its war policy, with all its disastrous material
which it believes would
and human consequences, seeking a mythical "Third
counterbalance the National Liberation Front and take its place.
As for the pseudo-members elected as a result of these votes, they will swell the ranks
of the traitors to their country and deserve nothing but the people's scorn.
The Algerian students gathered in their national union, UGEMA, will redouble
their efforts in order to put a check to the plans of the French colonialists and to denounce
authorities

no

Force"

the scandal and

imposture

May 29th, intended merely to
impression created by General

of the rigged canton elections of

confuse world public opinion and maintain the equivocal

de Gaulle deliberately.
The Algerian students reaffirm more strongly than ever
the Algerian revolution and its leaders, the guard of the
fighting for national independence.

Tunis, May

their

unshakable

sacred

interests

devotion to
of

Algeria,

10th i960.

Executive Committee of UGEMA.
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Communique issued

by

UGEMA

after

the Melun Negotiations

On June 20th i960 the Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic decided to
its President, M. Ferhat Abbas, to Paris at the head of a delegation charged with
negotiating with General de Gaulle to put an end to the Algerian conflict, on the basis of
self-determination for Algeria.
Thus the Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic gave another striking
proof of its sincere desire to settle the Algerian problem peacefully by negotiation, the
essential goal of which is to create the necessary conditions for the free exercise of sover
eignty by the Algerian people.
In spite of the fundamental difference in approach between the French Government
and the Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic, the latter has shown by its
actions in sending two plenipotentiaries to Paris that it wishes to give every opportunity
of making peace immediately. Messrs. Boumendjel and Ben Yahia were to discuss with the
French Government the practical aspects of an Algerian delegation to visit France, and
send

the conditions

under which

they

would

work.

This gesture, which was greeted with enthusiasm, aroused great hopes all over the
world. All men who support liberty and peace saw in it a real possibility for an early end to
the colonial war in Algeria which by its duration, its scale and its inferences is a greater
menace to

After
caused

by

international peace and security with every day that passes.
Melun discussions the whole world experienced a profound disillusionment
the negative attitude of France. The plenipotentiaries of the Algerian Govern
the

ment were put

face

to

face

with utter

dictation

by the French Government,

which catego

rically rejected all their proposals.
This refusal of France even to discuss throws great suspicion on the sincerity and
good faith of French government leaders who even if their words have changed in tone,
continue by their actions to
try and make what they call "an honourable end to the
conflict"

a

synonym

for

the unconditional surrender of the

Algerian

revolution on the

threshold of victory.

If the French Government perseveres in its intransigeance, which barely conceals its
bringing the Algerian people to their knees, after six years during which they
have proved that their strength is invincible, then it will bear the heavy responsibility for
true

aim of

destroying

the

few

chances of negotiations which would open the

just settlement of the Algerian question, and
for continuing the bloodshed.
The world, watching the development

will

be

responsible

way to

before

determination. That is why

freely,

face

of the situation with mingled

guish, is today the judge.
For their part, the Algerian students reaffirm once more that there
just solution except in so far as the Algerian people who took arms to
pendence are able to exercise

a peaceful and

the

effectively

and with all

can

hope

be

for

history

and an

no true and

recover their

guarantees, their

the students consider that negotiations

of

inde

right to

self-

a cease-fire and the

ways and means of

applying self-determination constitute a single entity.
unreservedly the position clearly and vigorously stated by the Govern
ment in the declaration of
July 5th i960. They are of the opinion that this position cor
responds both to their unshakeable devotion to the ideals of
liberty and dignity for which
a million Algerian patriots have given their
blood, and to their determination to spare no
effort in
seeking ways of hastening the end of the war in the full realisation of the hopes
of the people of Algeria for independence.

They

support

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF UGEMA.
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UGEMA

under

Open letter to M.
of

Tunis, July 6th

Colonial Repression

Guy Mollet,

Ministers

of

the

President

of

the

Council

French Republic

i960.

Sir,
Since hostilities broke out in their country the students of Algeria, while
denouncing
both collective and individual which have been aimed at the nation
whole, have not ceased to believe in the possibility of a peaceful solution of the Alge

the acts of repression
as a

rian question

The

shown

clearly
own

by

rapid

the real

statements

question which

Today,

negotiation.

changes

of stand

intentions

following immediately

upon solemn promises have
Government which constantly gives the lie to its
defies all the will for a peaceful solution of the Algerian

of your

by its actions, and
has been expressed.

more than

ever,

bitter end,

you are set on war to the

on general

repression,

betraying the will of world public opinion as expressed in the resolution unanimously
adopted by the member countries of UNO, which called for a "just, peaceful and democra
tic"

solution to the
which

France

Algerian

question within the terms of the

United Nations

Charter,

also signed.

By placing
military forces in Algiers, by perpetrating atrocities on the
Moslem population of this city, given over (thanks to M. Lacoste) to the criminal fury of
General Massu, by creaing a famine in Grande Kabylie by means of the "pacification
forces", you prove how little you really care for the welfare of a country you do not cease
to claim as your own but which means nothing to you but the annihilation of the Algerian
exceptional

people.

The Moslem population of Algiers, who were not spared the rigours of oppression,
have been the victims of indescribable crimes which any human conscience would con

demn.
terrorists"

Algerians have been
Under the pretext of "dismantling operations against
kidnapped and executed summarily after being held in secret torture chambers from which
it is rare to emerge alive.
The testimony of honourable men whose sincerity cannot be doubted confirms that
tortures are practised which have often led to the death of Algerians in the course of
interrogation.
To cover up these base assassinations the authorities strive to find justifications for
death : attempts to escape, settling of accounts, suicide
Aware of these inquisitorial and repressive methods, the Algerian students consider
it their duty in particular to ask you a number of questions about the facts and
,
stances surrounding and causing the death of one of the leaders of the Algerian revolution :
I.A
Mohammed Larbi Ben M'Hidi.
.

.

.

circum-

I. When was Ben M'Hidi arrested,
in the hands of the parachutists?
2. When
to

testify

was

he transferred to

that he entered

and

prison?

for how

long

Are there

was

he

witnesses

prison alive?

3. M. Gorlin, spokesman for the Resident Minister, has stated
Ben M'Hidi previously expressed his intention to

that because
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escape at

the

bound

he

as

first

lay

possible

in his

cell.

opportunity, his hands and feet were
In these circumstances how could he

commit suicide?

4. When

was

his death discovered?
was held ?

Who

carried

out

the

mortem, if any

post

Those

are a few qusetions we put to your government in order to throw some light
matter, which has aroused great indignation among Algerians.
The strong moral character of Ben M'Hidi, known to all who met him, cannot be

on this

lead to suicide.
Our belief is already definite, Mr. President : Ben M'Hidi
who having done their
dirty work staged a monstrous lie of
suspected of such weakness as to

We have therefore

asked

the United Nations to

Enquiry to Algeria, empowered to order
body and conduct an investigation, with
order

to

The

establish

case of Ben

the

real cause of

M'Hidi proves

The Algerian people,
up

by his torturers,

send

a

Commission of
Ben M'Hidi's
of witnesses, in

of

the examination

his death.

once again your

intention

by

of

rejecting

all

negotiations,

violence.

of this

policy

which

tries to

impose

becomes more intense, is more determined than
forced upon them, and to carry on the struggle
for which they have sacrificed so much are gained.

as the struggle

with the exigences of the war

indefatigably until the national aims
With

killed

suicide.

the exhumation

suppressing all who question, and forcing a solution
It is useless for us to insist on the illusory nature
it self by force.
ever to put

was

the assurance of our respectful

consideration,

Sir,

We remain,

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF UGEMA

Letter to the

To the

Secretary

General

of

the United Nations.

Paris,

March

12th 1957.

Secretary General of the United Nations,
NEW YORK.

Dear

Sir,

In view of the purpose to which the French Government has put the recent resolution
Algeria passed unanimously by the General
Assembly of the United Nations, and
informed of the acts of repression which have increased in
severity and extent since that
date, the Algerian students have the honour to put this letter before you in order to draw
the attention of the United Nations to this state of
affairs.
In spite of the silence forced on the press and the instructions given to the information
services, the French Government has not been able to conceal the whole facts about the
intensification of the campaign of repression now
being carried out.
In fact this latest show of force inflicted on our whole nation
by the French Govern
ment shows quite
clearly its intention to prevent any possibility of a normal solution to the
Algerian conflict, while trying to misuse for colonialist ends the political situation created
by the recent voting in the UNO, after the debate on Algeria in the eleventh session.
Far from
responding to the will of the United Nations for a "just, pacific and de
mocratic
in the spirit of the Charter of the United Nations and to the hopes for
peace this resolution
roused, far too from answering the renewed desire for negotiations
expressed by the National Liberation Front delegation in
New York after the voting on
the resolution, the French Government
contrary to its official declarations which pretend
on

solution"
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be peaceable, is unfolding a gigantic campaign of repression, thus irrevocably adopting
policy of total war.
We do not intend to give you the whole picture of the repression being carried out
in Algeria.
We shall confine ourselves in this letter to one case in particular, that of MohammedLarbi Ben M'Hidi, one of the principal leaders of the Algerian revolution, whose death
to

the

following arrest
We have

Algeria,
to

was

recently

chosen

this

him.
This

case

in

employed

is itself

Algeria,

announced.

among so many because it caused profound indignation in
personality of the man concerned and the treatment meted out

case

on account of the

a sufficient

illustration

and of the present

of the

policy

inquisitorial and repressive
French Government.

methods

of the

This policy is to render all negotiation out of the question, by all possible means,
that of suppressing those who would like to speak, in order to impose
by force
solution which is contrary to the interests of the Algerian people.
Thus in the course of vast repressive operations carried out in Algiers by the military

including
a

and uncontrolled special police powers, Ben M'Hidi was
French parachutists on a date which has never been exactly stated.
On March 6th 1957 M. Gorlin, spokesman of the Resident Minister for Algeria,
informed the press that "Ben M'Hidi had committed suicide in his cell", having "hanged
himself with strips torn from his shirt". In the course of the same press conference he
stated that "Ben M'Hidi, because he had stated his intention of escaping at the first
possible occasion, had been bound hand and foot in his cell".
Thus the mysterious circumstances surrounding the death of Ben M'Hidi, the practical

authorities, exercising unlimited
arrested

by

impossibility
in

of torture

of his having committed suicide in the situation he was in,
Algeria, resulting in the death of many Algerians arrested

the

in

daily practice

a similar

way,

justifications usually given to cover up these crimes, are all reasons confirming
us in our conviction that Ben M'Hidi was assassinated in the course of interrogation.
For this reason, being convinced that Ben M'Hidi had succumbed to the effects of
torture, we sent an open letter to M. Guy Mollet, President of the Council of Ministers of
the French Republic a copy of which is enclosed.
Anxious to throw light in particular on the circumstances and events surrounding the
death of Ben M'Hidi, and at the same time to secure official confirmation of the tortures
employed in Algeria and already testified to by irrefutable witnesses, the Algerian students
have the honour to ask the United Nations to send to Algiers immediately a Commission
of
with the prime task of investigating the facts and the cause of death of Ben
the official

Enquiry

M'Hidi.

Hoping that
the

this request

assurance of our

deepest

favourable consideration,

will receive

we

beg

you

to

accept

respect.

February

10th 1958

Executive Committee of UGEMA.

The dissolution

of

UGEMA in France

Letter to National Student Unions.

Dear

friends,

A few days

Goverment,

ago you were told of the

the arrest of some of the

dissolution

leaders,

of our

National Union

by

the

French

and the confiscations which accompanied

this.

Two
med

months earlier we

Khemisti, in

act which attacks

informed

conditions

university

General Secretary, Moham
have been informed. Following this arbitrary
did not fail to express your solidarity with us and

you of the arrest of our

of which you

liberties,

you
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to give us effective
in

help. In the first place allow us to express our warm thanks
Khemisti and all the Algerian students, and to render you

the name of

homage.

to you,
sincere

Today more than ever the Algerian students

have been hard hit by the dissolution of
only representative organisation, UGEMA. You will readily understand that this
in aggravating the threats
hanging over us. We should point out that the disso
lution of UGEMA is not an isolated matter it is part of a vast campaign of systematic
;
their

will result

repression of the students of a nation which

is suffering intolerably. There are innumerable
intimidation, provocation, arrest, torture, deportation and even assassination of
Algerian students. The Research and Information Commission pointed out in the report
you have received certain cases which
roused your legitimate indignation. The
RIC, whose
good faith cannot be
doubted, concluded that certain principles embodied in the universal
declaration of the Rights of Man have been violated. It added : "There has been clear
cases of

"

violation of the right to

liberty

of expression and

and

caused protest movements to come

UGEMA has
protest

made

its

modest

by

movements, particularly

the moral and material

has been

subjected

pretext that

to,

interests

and the

liberty

liberties, infringements

university rights and university
"There are many witnesses

of the

documents to support these facts,
into being in France and in other

but

infringements

press,

of the rights of

appreciable and

of

individuals."

which

have

also

countries."

contribution to these

necessary
supplying information and by undertaking to protect
students, in spite of the campaigns of calumny it

of these

increasing numbers of arrests of leading members under the

"assassins in

law"

{sic). It is enough to quote the recent
French police
tortuous
arguments to justify the detention, deportation to
Algeria, and trial before a military court.
All this has done nothing to diminish the rightful determination of UGEMA to continue
to work for the higher interests of the Algerian student community. Have we not
recently
witnessed the arrest of students in the precincts of the faculties and
university cities them
these
same
police authorities, without
selves, by
any authorisation from the Rector,
"without even asking the porter the way". This is a characteristic violation of
university
case of our

they

were

friend Khemisti

as an

common

authorities'

example of the

autonomy.

On January 1 3th, Clement Moore, the USNSA representative in
Europe, was expelled
from France for making a speech at the third UGEMA Congress in which he condemned
both the racists of Little Rock and French colonialism, and declared himself in favour of
independence for Algeria as a necessary condition for free education, in
conformity with
the decisions of the Seventh ISC and the USNSA Congress. Two months earlier Juan
Barros, a member of the RIC who had come to get information about the arrest of Khe
misti found himself
being expelled by the Minister of the Interior and escorted away by
uniformed police. In themselves these cases are instructive of the
methods used
the
police,

the approval of government

with

arrests and secret

interrogations,

by

the Algerian students:
This is why the government
have never failed to denounce such

authorities,

against

torture and assassination.

force UGEMA

to be silent, because we
they were used.
Looking at it from a strictly juridical point of view, it is clear that the French Govern
ment's decision to dissolve our National Union is no less
arbitrary. In fact M. Maurice
Duverger, an eminent professor at the Faculty of Law and Economics in Paris, has
wanted to

practices wherever

written :

"If certain members or leaders of UGEMA have as individuals indulged in
any acti
vity in contravention of penal law, it is normal for them to be prosecuted, provided that

they enjoy all the

judicial procedure. But it is inadmissible for the
kind
which in any case has to be pro
is juridically innocent until a court of law has found him proved
in order to dissolve under the
guilty
extraordinary law of January 10th 1 936 an associa
tion which does not in fact come within the
terms of this act either
by its official aims or by
its activity in the form of student aid (which has not
been contested and which the commu
Government
ved,

to

normal guarantees of the

use

the pretext of
activity of this

—

since the accused
—

nique
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by

the

Ministry

of the

Interior

implicitly

recognised).

The dissolution of UGEMA marks a further
step in the process of disintegration
fundamental public liberties which has been
going on for two years. After the liberty
the press we see the

liberty

of

of

attack."

of association

coming under
UGEMA was thus dissolved under the law of
January ioth 1936, which is an extra
ordinary law and therefore should be interpreted very strictly ; it deals with fighting units
and private militia forces and stipulates in Article I :
All associations and groups shall be dissolved
by decree of the President of the
Republic, if they :
—

provoke armed

—

not

being

demonstrations in

societies

or physical

ment,

for

preparation

training

have

reason of their

organised armed

of organisation such as

tion recognised as such

this

is

demonstrations in

required under the

by other

dissolution

January

student organisations

was an

arbitrary act, in

by

the govern

character of combat

military form

infringement of the integrity of the
republican form of government,
by the

removal of the

authorities.

by

service approved

societies, have the

as their aim the

Has UGEMA

clude that

for military

and sports

groups or private militia units
—

the streets ;

and organisation

national
use of

territory
force.

;

or the

Has it a military type
law ? It was a student organisa
in France and abroad. We can con
the streets?

loth

excess of their

powers,

by

the

French

—

The Government

claims that UGEMA's activities involved "attack on the
integrity
territory", a pretext which is doubly false. Algeria is not France ; and
UGEMA has always publicly and officially stated its position on the basis of the Algerian
problem and the solution to be
applied, expressing the real aspirations of the whole of the
Algerian student community. At its Congresses, in its declarations and in its publications,
ever since its foundation in
July 1955, UGEMA has not refrained from expressing, as is
its right, its views on the future of Algeria.
You yourselves, dear friends, have recognised and admitted the justice and legitimacy
of the national

of our aspirations

nothing more
UGEMA.
"In

by adopting resolutions 98 and 99 unanimously at the 7th

nor

truth,"

less

than a trial

M. Verges

for

opinions that the

ISC. Thus it is
French Government is forcing on

Paris Bar has declared, "going more deeply into the
for this measure really believes its legality. It is
simply a pretext to deceive French public opinion, the only one which can still be deceived,
for world public opinion has already realised. It is a miserable
and as feeble as it is
matter,

as

of the

none of the people responsible

.pretext

odious."

Thus we can truthfully say that once again the French authorities have attacked the
freedom of expression, even more gravely, the freedom of association.
This is why the dissolution of UGEMA and the widespread arrests of students as
secretly as possible, in the faculties and university cities themselves, aroused such legiti
mate indignation in
university circles. Demonstrations have already taken place in Paris,
Grenoble, Strasbourg, Rabat; there have been 24 48 hour strikes, public meetings and
press conferences. Student associations and organisations in France have reacted in various
ways because
they realise that this "measure of dissolution, ignoring the fundamental
liberties of opinion and of association, shows the possibility in the future of a degradation
—

of the

associ
overseas'

syndicalist rights of metropolitan and

communique,

January

student

(UNEF

29th 1958).

They also realise that "the dissolution of UGEMA should be understood as the final
in a long campaign of individual repression which has turned out a setback for the
French colpnialist forces, which have not succeeded in breaking the unity of UGEMA by
stage

its members singly ; the French Government has not hesitated
liberties. This act has created a precedent. It casts doubt on the
freedom of association and the freedom of syndicalism, which are rights guaranteed by the
very Constitution of the French Republic. Today it is the Algerian students who are to be

attacking

a

to trample

large

number of

on syndicalist
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deprived

of

these rights; tomorrow

they will not hesitate to deprive other overseas stu
French students
(joint declaration by the
former colonial countries in France, February 4th 1958).
I he consequences we feared would
follow the dissolution of our organisation were
not slow in
coming ; the liberty of our students is threatened. Four of the leaders of UGE
MA
(among them Ait Chaalal the President, Taleb the Vice-President, and Aoufi the
1 resident of the Pans
section) were immediately called to appear before the court on
February 3rd, 4th and 5th respectively, and charged with "attempts against the security of
the state , for their work in
UGEMA. Other accusations will follow. Today students
regularly registered at the University are now in danger of their Jives :
they can be arrested
at
in
any moment,
any place, in the faculty or in the student hostel, under any pretext
a
dissolved
(reforming
society, incitement to "rebellion", acts of terrorism etc.);
they are
no longer arrested and charged as
members or leading officials of the organisation for
work m that
but
as
body,
simply
individuals, because their only representative organisa
tion has been suppressed : UGEMA. The aim
of the French authorities is to attack the
students in isolation now that
they have been deprived of their only effective and valid
means of expression, their National Union.
In another sphere, that of practical life, our students will feel the
dissolution of their
union severely. In
fact, in spite of police chicanerie, in spite of repeated arrests of the
officials, UGEMA managed to set up a courageous service of social aid for students in
prison and those
completely cut off from their families in Algeria, who have disappeared,
fled as refugees, or are
living in zones cut off as prohibited by the French mijitary authori
ties. UGEMA managed to send students to other
countries to study,
particularly in Europe
where 16 were sent to
study in Switzerland. These students are living on UGEMA
scholarships alone. In other spheres of student life (cultural
service and lodgings
service)
the work of UGEMA has been of great
satisfaction to the students. That is
why we are
sure, dear friends, that you will show your
for
us
in
the
critical
time
the
understanding
Algerian students are now
living through. Their organisation has been dissolved, some of
their leaders arrested and others charged with
offences or
while others run the
dents

of

them,

organisations

and

the

even

themselves."

of the colonial and

prosecuted,

risk of arrest.

We

make a solemn appeal to you to show your effective

solidarity with us. You have
opportunity of seeing how sincere and how intense this solidarity is partifriend Mohammed Khemisti was arrested. It is
cularly
surely not necessary to
tell you that it was thanks to your
immediate reaction that the police authorities
finally
allowed him to have the legal
help which was his by right? We take the liberty of express
ing our sincere gratitude for the expressions of sympathy you have sent and the actions you
fiave undertaken to protest against the
arbitrary measure which has now struck at all the
AJgenan students through the dissolution of their
National Union.
often

had

the

when our

We are convinced that this spontaneous reaction will again
appear and grow stronger
to safeguard and ensure respect for the
fundamental principles of

Sorely

tried

by the

war

being carried on

liberty

against their nation since

students united with the students of the whole world
against

dictatorship

side

by side

you

have for them

With

and against

with their people

for

will once again

find

the

fight

and

justice.

1954, the Algerian

against racial segregation

by the praiseworthy desire to work
independence, are convinced that the sympathy

colonialism,
national

in

moved

concrete expression.

friendly greetings,
Executive Committee of UGEMA.

Declaration by the Executive Committee
On

January 28th

not surprise
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French Goverrment decided to dissolve UGEMA and start
its members and officials all over France. This action could

1958 the

repressive operations against

us, coming from

a

government whose

only policy is

out and out war.

It

was

clear to us that the

through

being

it they

French

by

tried

UGEMA from the very start and that
Algerians who were constantly
measures. Faced
by the uselessness and the

authorities were against

all means to attack the militant

ferocious repressive
of these
methods, which always came up against the unshakeable determination of
Algerian students to carry on the liberation fight, the French Government in its
helplessness thought that dissolving our organ of battle would reduce our
young people
to impotence. This gesture, as ridiculous as it is weak,
merely betrays the weakness and
impotence of the Government itself. It is committing a grave
error, making a great
mistake in
assessing the determination of our students, to hope to reduce them to silence
made victims of

failure
the

inaction by a simple ministerial decree, at a time when the whole of their nation is
the hardest trial of their history.
Is it necessary to say that this decision of the French Government, far from
weakening
the invincible determination of our students, has
only strengthened their resolution, their
decision to carry on the fight until the national aims have been
fully realised. The distress
which has been caused
by this dissolution is only temporary and does not mean that
UGEMA has ceased to exist. The hopes of the French Government were vain, for on the
and

facing

contrary, this
war used

act of repression

in Algeria

The dissolution

—

has

—

is but an imperfect illustration of the methods
Union a new impulse and a new vitality.

which

given our

Union

of

indignation in university
be seen from the inumerable protest resolutions
addressed to the French authorities and from the
many messages of solidarity we have
received. This spontaneous and energetic reaction
by all the students of the world is the
best answer to those who thought they could desttoy by brute force an organisation which
of our

circles throughout the

world,

roused a wave of profound

as can

embodies the aspirations and the will of the whole youth of the

for

nation,

fighting and

suffer

justice and liberty.
Considering the dissolution decree as of no value and no weight, UGEMA will conti
nue to carry out its tasks. As in the past it remains the organisation representing all Alge
rian students wherever
they may be. To this end, by transferring the seat of the Union to
Tunis, the Executive Committee expresses the desire of the students to see the continua
tion of the work of UGEMA and its permanent existence.
At the present time priority must be given to the fate of those of our students who
have remained in France. Bearing in mind the atmosphere of perpetual insecurity in which
they are living, and in conformity with the decisions of the 3rd National Congress, the
Executive Committee is studying ways and means of improving this intolerable situation.
Already a number of our comrades have left the French universities to continue their
studies in other countries.
The Executive Committee reaffirms its determination to pursue without remission
the aims laid down by the 2nd and 3rd Congresses, both in the field of student demands
and in the national struggle.
Elsewhere, on an international scale, a vast solidarity movement is taking shape day
by day, in all countries of the world. COSEC (the co-ordinating secretariat of national
student unions) is calling an Extraordinary ISC (International Student Conference) for
April 17th and 18th, in London, to study the situation of the Algerian students. From
April 24th to 30th the IUS is organising a week of solidarity with UGEMA.
Strong in the support of world public opinion and faithful to the revolutionary ideals

ing

the cause of

the Algerian students are convinced that only negotiations with the
National Liberation Front on the basis of independence for Algeria can bring the war
there to an end, and reaffirm their willingness to do everything possible to bring this

inspiring their people,
about.

Tunis, April

10th 1958.

Executive Committee of

UGEMA,
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Press
On

communique

the assassination

on

of

Ould Aoudis

May 23rd

1959 the trial of fifteen of our students accused of re-forming the Natio
France was to have taken place in Paris before the 17th Court. These
students
were arrested in December 1958
in the course of one of the constant waves of repression
raging against the Algerians.
On the eve of the trial one of the defence
lawyers, M. Amokrane Ould Aoudia, was
foully murdered in Pans by a colonial-police gang. This murder recalls another sad case
the murder of M.
Thuveny, who was also a lawyer defending Algerian victims of repressnal

Union

It is

in

clear

from this

criminal act, there is no doubt about
premeditation, that nowdays
security of Algerian students and workers in France threatened but also
lawyers who in the exercise of their profession have seen it their sacred
duty to
help Algerians before the French courts.
With profound emotion the Algerian students bow in
memory of Ould Aoudia
killed in the performance of his duty.
They render homage, too, to all who endanger their
lives to ensure the just defence of the Algerians charged in French
courts.
They send a fraternal and patriotic greeting to their brother students held in the colo
not

only

is the

that of the

nialists

jails,

who

measures of the

by

their

dignity and

French Government

calm courage prove once again that the
repressive

against our

brothers

will always

be

as vain as

they are

ridiculous.

There is no need to say that the French Government decree of
January 1958, forbidd
ing UGEMA in France, has done nothing to lessen the Algerian
attachment to
their National Union, which is more alive than ever and
enjoys an
students'

undeniable prestige

among the young people and students of the whole world.
Will the French Government
try for long to conceal the

Aoudia

in

torturers

against whom
and

disgusting murder of Ould
as they always conceal the crimes committed
by WYBOT and
to. quote only one example connected with the present case
complaints have been lodged
our
comrades
Babane
by

guilty silence,

other police

Boumaaza ?
The Algerian

home to it,

—

—

Francis, Kebaili,

students once more

bring the responsibility of the French Government

and call upon world public opinion once again
to

denounce

this

Government's

crimes.

For their part, the Algerian
students, faithful to the revolutionary ideals that inspire
their nation, and unanimous in support of
Provisional Government of the Algerian
Republic, will not flag in the fight for the independence of their
country.

Tunis

May 24th

1959.

Executive Committee of

Press

The
Case

Criminal Court
Fifteen Students

12th

of the

dissolved,

communique on the

'

and of

endangering

of the

"Trial

of

15 Algerian

Seine Department has just

accused of

trying

the external

to reconstitute a
of the

given

UGEMA,

students".

its

society
French state

in the
had been

verdict

which

security
solidarity and to the constant vigilance of the
world, the French magistrates hesitated to inflict
severe penalties on the accused. But
although the proceedings had
clearly shown the
stupidity of the charges, m order to justify preventive detention and to show the repressive
authorities, the Tribunal thought it necessary to pass the

Thanks

young peop

to a vast movement of active

e and students of the whole

following
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—

—

—

three years imprisonment
one year's

for

Ould-Rouis,

imprisonment for Bousalah

six months

and

Batata,

imprisonment for Benkhelil.

indeed rejoice at the partial success of their efforts, for
fifteen students would certainly have been given far
heavier sentences, as is clear from many previous cases. The pressure of world student
opinion, which the French magistrates would have liked to avoid, as can be seen from the
expulsion of Mr. Crawford Young, former leader of the National Union of Students of the
USA and ex-secretary of COSEC, who had come to give evidence at the 12th Court, was
decisive in the case.
But we should not consider the affair as closed, for no sooner had sentences been

The

students of the world can

without their vigorous action these

passed than there were consequences.

had been released by the 1 2th Court, Mansouri and Aguercif,
internment"
"administrative
immediately afterwards, and taken
direct to a concentration camp from the Court buildings. Other students risk the same fate
as Khemisti, who has been held without trial for two years.
This is why we cannot stress emphatically enough the manoeuvres of French colonia
lism, which tries to give the impression of calm justice when world public opinion is
"calmness"
with insidious and therefore dangerous
aroused, in order to carry on in all
methods, and to indulge in the so-called lodging camps in ferocious treatment which en
dangers the very lives of the detainees, as can be seen from the tragic death of the General
Secretary of the General Union of Algerian Workers, Aissat Idir.
In fact two

students who

were made the victims of

We

therefore appeal to the

strengthen their

in

solidarity

vigilance

actions to

help

of the

the

students and youth of the

Algerian

prisoners

faced

world, to

by growing danger

French prisons.
The Algerian students, more determined than ever in their fight, render profound
homage to their brothers who have been sentenced, and assure them of affection and
solidarity, and to all the lawyers who in spite of intimidation and threats continue to carry
out their noble and perilous duty with courage and devotion.
the

Tunis, August

1st

1959,

Executive Committee of UGEMA.

UGEMA declaration

on

the Khemisti

case

The Executive Committee of UGEMA wishes to draw the attention of world student
to the position of Mohammed Khemisti at the present time, for apprehensions
Algerian community.
concerning his fate are daily increasing in the
Let us recall a few facts. Mohammed Khemisti, General Secretary of UGEMA, was
After being
arrested on November 12th in Montpellier, where he was studying medicine.
held for some days in the police station, he was transferred to the civilian Barberousse
opinion

Prison in Algiers, where he was kept in secret for several weeks. Then he was
a half.
to the Maison Carree jail, where he has been held for over a year and
We
on at

recall the

the time a

deep

emotion and

campaign

broader

the

transferred

opinion, carrying
international student

lively reaction of world student

than

had

ever

been

seen

in

the

to the shocking
extent and the intensity
Khemisti case. In fact the accused was imprisoned
arbitrary action of the
misdemeanour he was supposed
on a civil magistrate's deposition in Algiers, for a political
their fury and confusion,
to have committed in Algiers after November 1st 1954. In
precaution of verifying that
however, the police and judicial authorities forgot to take the
therefore it would have
Khemisti had not been back in Algiers since October 1953 and
whatever
been difficult, to say the least, for him to have committed any misdemeanour
movement.

The

of this

campaign corresponded

and undeniable

in Algiers.
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In

French authorities, Khemisti
Maison Carree prison, where he has frequently been subjected to
his
by
warders, twice being in need of hospital treatment as a result.
In spite of renewed demands
by his lawyers, Khemisti has still not been brought to
trial, after two years in prison. The reason for this scandalous state of affairs is that
Khemisti's dossier is completely devoid of
evidence, for it is clear that there can be no
evidence of an
imaginary crime that the accused cannot possibly have committed in Algiers
as we have explained above.
There are several questions about Khemisti which the French Government must be
is still

spite of repeated protests and
representations to the

detained in

the

violence and torture

asked :
i.

Why

2.

Why, if

Khemisti

was

been brought
3.

transferred to

there should
to trial

in

for

some

Algiers?

extraordinary way be any

charge

to

answer, has he

not

two years?

Why has the Military Tribunal in Algiers not sent his dossier back if there is no evidence
to bring him to trial?

in it
4.

Why

do

the

indicated not

comrade,

Why

French

only

authorities refuse to transfer

by judiciary procedure

who suffers

from

a

but
heart disease ?

also

Khemisti

to

by the precarious

France,

when

this

state of

health

of our

is

Khemisti, who was General Secretary of UGEJMA and whose evidence was
extremely important, not brought to Paris to testify before the 12th Court in the
recent trial of the Algerian
students, as the lawyers requested, even offering to pay his
expenses themselves ?
5.

was

therefore

In fact it has long been known by
everybody that Khemisti is a glaring example of the
arbitrary treatment meted out to hundreds of thousands of Algerians. At the same time he
represents the total rejection of the most
elementary principles of justice and the insulting
scorn of world student opinion.

Although we are used by now to see the fundamental rights of man trodden under
by French colonialism, it is no less true that in the present intensification of repression
we are forced to have fears for the frail health of our
comrade, who may not bear up for
long under the violence and brutality suffered by Algerian prisoners in the colonialist jails.
To prevent a repetition of the case of Aissat Idir, General
Secretary of UGTA, who
foot

was assassinated

in

known to us all, UGEMA issues an urgent and
international student movements and to all humanita
organisations, to take immediate and energetic action to save Mohammed Khemisti
all imprisoned Algerian
students, whose fate often depends on the degree of rage of
the tragic conditions

anguished appeal to all national and
rian
and

their torturers.

Tunis, August

21st 1959.

Executive Committee of UGEMA.

On the
Letter to the President
July 30th 1959.
Dear

of

assassination of
the

Aissat Idir

International Red Cross Committee.

Sir,

With deep
General Union

have learned of the death of the first General
Secretary of the
M. Aissat Idir. Drawing our conclusions from such
Ben M'Hidi and
M.Boumendjel, and thousands of other
Algerians, it is clear to us that this death is nothing but a cold-blooded murder premedita
ted and perpetrated in
cowardly fashion by the French judiciary and police authorities.
emotion we
of Algerian

Workers,

tragic precedents as the cases of
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The General Union of Algerian Workers has expended every effort in the last few
to arouse international public opinion to the grave threat to the life of our regretted
brother Aissat Idir. Alas, in spite of this warning, nothing bore any weight to influence the
criminal intentions of the murderers. The fears of the national organisation of Algerian
workers have now been tragically realised.
You will certainly understand the profound sorrow felt today by all Algerian students,
sorrow which is only equalled by their anger and indignation at the criminal methods of
extermination practised on a whole nation
by the French colonial forces.
The conditions under which Algerians in France and Algeria are made to suffer are
a flagrant violation of the most elementary human rights. We are therefore convinced that
the International Red Cross Committee, true to its noble humanitarian mission, cannot
remain indifferent to this state of affairs which threatens the very principles of human
civilisation, and that it will use its high moral authority and take the necessary measures to
bring to an end the genocide being carried out in Algeria in the middle of the twentieth
weeks

century.

We hope that the International Red Cross Committee will spare
light on the case of Aissat Idir, by setting up a Commission of Enquiry

no effort to throw
at the

first

possible

opportunity.

With the

most profound

assurance of our

respect,

We remain,
Executive Committee
Signed

Letter to the Chairman

of the

by

the

of

UGEMA.

President, Messaqud Ait-Chaalal.

Committee for the Rights

of

Man.

Lausanne, July
To

the

Chairman

of the

31st 1959.

Committee for the Rights

of

Man,

United Nations Organisation,
NEW YORK.
Dear

Sir,

We have
recently

the

honour to draw your attention to an event of extreme gravity which has
in Algiers, and which illustrates in tragic fashion the way the war in

taken place

Algeria is being carried on.
M. Aissat Idir, General Secretary of the General Union of Algerian Workers (UGTA),
deten
has died as a result of the terrible tortures inflicted on him in the course of arbitrary
tion in French prisons.
the lamented
the warnings uttered by the UGTA on the fate hanging over

Following
Idir, international

undertook a vast solidarity
Organisations like the Internatio
the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (CISL),
French
organisations all made representations to the

Aissat

campaign to save the

life

public

of the

opinion,

Algerian

deeply

trade

moved,

unionist.

Red Cross Committee,
international youth and student
nal

Government to end
This did not prevent

the

French

long prepared beforehand.
This

Aissat Idir, whose life was in danger.
from carrying out this cold-blooded crime,

the arbitrary treatment of

assassination,

which

authorities

.

is

one of dozens of thousands of others, is simple

the
the conscience of the world, as well as an example of

defiance

constant violation of

ot

the most

sacred Rights of Man.
elementary and most
emotion and the legiti
We are sure Mr. Chairman, that you will appreciate the angry
this
at this murder, and we are no less sure that
mate indignation of the Algerian students
in the Committee for the Rights of Man,
will arouse the interest it deserves
.

.

criminal act
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task

whose noble

daily

is

to

trodden under

We dare to hope
all your weight to

the

death

With

of

by

that

bring

suffering both in Algeria
on

defend the fundamental values of human civilisation,
French colonialism.
you, the highest humanitarian authority in the world, will use

safeguard and

foot

to

an end

and

Aissat Idir

by

the

torture under which the

regime of

Algerians

are

France, and will take the necessary measures to throw light

in

setting up

a

Commission

of

Enquiry.

the assurance of our profound respect,

We remain,

for the Executive Committee of
AIT

The Hunger Strike

Letter to the Chairman

of

by

Political Prisoners

the International Red Cross Committee.

Lausanne, July
Dear

31st 1959.

Sir,

We have been informed

by

many lawyers

millions of Algerian political prisoners are

the most violent

We

displays

know, too,

rian prisoners

in

all the

already informed
This scandalous

respected rights of

held,

intolerable

of the

subject

conditions

in

which

daily to the most brutal attacks and

force by the police and the prison warders.
have received many complaints from a large number of Alge
regions of France. We do not think it necessary to repeat the des
of

that you

criptions of the methods used on them
are

UGEMA,

CHAALAL, President.

every

day,

the violence and

subtlety

of which you

of.
situation

man,

is

at the same time a

very

grave violation of the

and a grave menace to the physical

safety

and the

universally
life of the

detainees.
Our fears for the fate of our brothers in prison are not vain, for once again they have
been tragically confirmed by the assassination of our dear brother Aissat Idir, following on
the murders of Ben M'Hidi, M. Boumendjel and thousands of other Algerians.
In the face of this unrestrained use of brute force by the French authorities, our
brothers in detention, displaying great courage and dignity, decided to observe a hunger
strike for an indefinite period, which has now been
going on for a forthight, in protest
against the prison regime which treats the Algerian patriots condemned for struggling for
a political ideal of liberty, as though
they were common criminals.
We take the

liberty, Sir,

of

drawing

your attention to the

thousands of these prisoners at the present

time,

gravity of the situation of
death hanging over

with the threat of

them.

Confident in

the great

humanitarian

tradition of the

convinced that you will spare no effort and use your

the

inhuman

jails,

and to

right of

practices to which

help

Algerian

high

patriots are

achieve the satisfaction of their

International Red

Cross,

we are

authority to put an end to
subjected in the French colonialist
moral

demands

which are

but

the legitimate

human dignity.

With

the expression of our

deep

respect,

We remain,

Executive Committee of UGEMA,
Signed
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by

the

President, AIT CHAALAL.

On the
Press

assassination

of

Akli Aissiou

communique.

Akli Aissiou, of the
On Wednesday March 9th, at 8.30 a. m., the Algerian student
of Brussels (Belgium), was cowardly murdered
Faculty of Medicine of the Free University
to go to Schaerbrook Hospital
as he left his home at 10. rue de Longue-Vie, Brussels,
he was working as an interne.
Like hundreds of other Algerian students, our comrade had fled the
that in Belgium he
repression raging in Algeria and France and had believed
the peace and security necessary for study.

where

assassinated in dastardly fashion
Our lamented brother Akli Aissiou,
March 9th i960, in Brussels.
colonialists, on

colonialist
would

1

find

the French
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Unfortunately he could not escape the bullets of his killers who came to destroy him.
It is difficult not to connect this killing with the criminal activities of certain terrorist
colonialist organisations, which persecute Algerians
indefatigably in many European
countries.

of

International public opinion has often been informed of odious attempts on the lives
Algerian refugees in Federal Germany, Italy and elsewhere, by gangs of killers in the

pay

of colonialism.

Very

incident at the Franco-Belgian border :
known for their connections with activist and
organisations, were arrested as they crossed into Belgium, carrying plastic

recently there

M. Berthomier

was a

and several

ultra-colonialist

highly

bombs. The court established
on
infernal engines were intended for
Belgium.
—

In addition, the

significant

accomplices,

all

the admission of the parties concerned
the organisation of attacks on

actual circumstances

in

which our comrade was

cold-blooded precision with which the crime was
a murder

in

committed,

blood,

—

Algerians

that these

living

in

killed, particularly the

shows

clearly that it

broader

was

in
Akli Aissiou was only the first stage.
some of the information gained at the inquest,
especially the time, the
place and above all the weapon used, fitted with a silencer, are
remarkably reminiscent of
the conditions under which M. Ould Aoudia was murdered in Paris in
May 1959.
All these facts point to the crimes bearing the same signature.
The death of our lamented comrade Aissiou caused profound emotion throughout
the Algerian student community, for he was known as an exemplary student, conscious of
his responsibilities and as a patriot who carried out his duties with devotion and selfcarefully

prepared and executed

cold

as part of a

campaign

which the assassination of

In addition,

sacrifice.

We

are convinced

reprobation, and

that this

dastardly

murder will arouse universal

that the student world will react with

energy to

indignation

and

condemn this colonialist

crime.

We

increase their support and solidarity
Algerian students who, far from being shaken in their convictions by the tragic
death of Aissiou, find in it yet another reason why they should continue their just struggle
for the liberation of their country with even more determination and perseverance.
are sure that students all over the world will

with the

UNEF

UGEMA

-

UNEF breaks

The

administrative

council

of

relations

off relations with

UGEMA

UNEF, meeting in extraordinary

session on

June

3rd 1956.

declarations
Noting
des Etudiants Musulmans Algeriens ;
Declares that these documents
—

the recent

—

and expressions of

policy

by

the

render meaningless all relations

Union Generale
between student
a most deceptive

foreseen by the Strasbourg Congress resolutions, and are
issued by this Congress;
states as a result that in the given circumstances
any establishment of definite
relations to be confirmed
by the Administrative Council is out of the question.
organisations as

response to the appeal
—

Paris, August

6th

1956.

Letter from the President
Tunis,

March

of

UNEF

12th i960.

M. Michel de la

Fourniere,

President

Union Nationale des Etudiants de

15.

Dear Mr.

UGEMA to the President

of

Rue

of the

Soufflot,

Paris

France,

5c

President,

The Executive Committee of UGEMA acknowledges receipt of your letter of
July
13th. We have taken note of the resolution adopted
by the Administrative Council of
UNEF at its last meeting, and the explanation you have given.
The Executive Committee of UGEMA is indeed happy to know that the A. C. of
UNEF appreciates the Importance of our joint appeal. We
deeply regret, however, that
you have found it
necessary to draw up new demands with regard to
which
may seriously
university

—

and

this time

for

UGEMA,

good

—

endanger the

future

of relations

between

our

youth.

Actually,
by UNEF,

responsibility for the rupture between us since June 3rd must
have agreed to establish relations with UNEF again, without

although the

be borne

we

any

conditions.

As

you are

aware, in

declaration

France, we denounced
in breaking off relations with UGEMA as one of
hostility towards our national
We could therefore have considered ourselves in the right in
demanding certain guarantees
from UNEF as to its attitude to colonialism in general and the Algerian problem in particular.
But in our desire to preserve friendship between the students of Algeria and of France, we have
considered your resolution and agreed to issue a joint appeal together with you.
We should have liked to make this joint appeal the starting-point for permanent and
fruitful co-operation between our two organisations. We had hoped that the maintenance
of cordial relations between the youth of our two countries would be the prime considera
tion for us all.
The demands formulated by your last A. C. show that these hopes were vain, but
these demands were not without interest since they confirm what are the true intentions of
those who try to disguise under an appeal to refrain from violence, a very clear aim :
to obtain from UGEMA a declaration which would detach it from the struggle of the rest
of the Algerian people.
You write that the emotion felt by the students of France when the Algiers section of
UGEMA issued its appeal for students to join the liberation army is still vivid. But how
many French students have considered the emotion felt by their Algerian colleagues when
the Government decided to mobilise masses of young Frenchmen to fight against the
Algerian people ? Nevertheless at no moment did we ask UNEF to oppose the enrolment
of these young men, although the latter are mobilised for an unjust war while the Algerians
a

addressed to the students of

your action

aspirations.

for the liberation of their country, after exhausting all peaceful means.
The fight for national liberation is an imperative necessity for every Algerian, and it
cannot occur to any one of us to depart from it.
For long we thought, as you do, that the place of the student is in the University.
But today, when our country is suffering the inhuman trials of a war of extermination, the
safety of our country is our prime consideration. We are therefore solidly behind our
are

fighting

brothers in Algiers, and now when their section is sorely tried, having two members of the
Committee killed in circumstances of which we are aware, we wish to say quite clearly
that we reject and will always reject any proposal which would separate us from them.
As for the European students in Algiers, the least one can say is that they should be
the last to pretend to be "injured", for their acts of violence are by now uncountable, as
the declaration of May 25 th by our Directing Committee shows. What indignation did
they

display when

their

Moslem

streets, heard the rolling

comrades

in the lecture halls,
famous operation

of cannons as the

their
to

homes,

"reduce

or even

as rebel

in

the

strong-
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point"

took place,

?
Since its

in fact nothing but

the operation to raze the village of

Rivet to the

ground

inception,

UGEMA has

understanding between our young
its principles. We believed and we
held by a great number of our French

made relations of

people at the universities of the two countries one of
shall continue to

believe

that this principle

is

also

comrades. Our Union,
barely a year old, today enjoys the sympathy of students all over the
world, but keeps a special interest and attachment for the friendship of the French students.

But our friendship cannot be genuine, our intercourse has no meaning, and our mutual under
standing signifies nothing, except in so far as each partner maintains strict respect for the opinions and
of the other. This friendship, this intercourse, this understanding would be valueless if they were to
mean our
abandoning our patriotic ideals.

views

With

the assurance of our sincere

friendship,
BELAOUANE,
for

Resolution
at

The

their

by

the

meeting

Committee

Directing

on

President of UGEMA

Executive Committee.

Comittee

of

UGEMA

December 10th 1956.

UGEMA meeting in Paris on December ioth 1956,
by the Administrative Council of UNEF
its meeting from November 17th to 19th 1956 concerning relations between UNEF and

having
at

adopted

the

Directing

of

noted the text of the resolution adopted

UGEMA;
CONSIDERING that the Administrative Council of UNEF does not consider more
"occasional collaboration in the purely professional field when the interests of the
students make it necessary and so long as our Algerian comrades remain
CONSIDERING that the reservations thus formulated by the AC of UNEF reflect

than

students,"

a complete

misunderstanding of the principles guiding UGEMA in its work, and that
latter has always tried to maintain friendly and fruitful co-operation with the
French students, it is by no means disposed to lend itself to
any form of co-operation what
soever above all if the other side wishes to reserve to itself the decision
as to when,
although the

CONSIDERING,

on

the other

hand,

that to take
up a stand on the events in Hun
in Algeria and the aggression against Egypt,
from
the non-political approach it has claimed
deliberately
up
to the present, while affirming political tendencies which do not agree with the anticolonialism proclaimed
in
its
Arcachon
particularly
charter,
CONSIDERING that in fact to defend the rights and freedom of the people of

gary

while

meant that

Hungary

remaining

silent about events

UNEF departed

and to allow these same principles to

be trampled underfoot in Algeria and in
elementary rules of justice, which should be the same for all,
and to take a stand
purely and simply on the side of those who claim to be defending liberty
and civilisation when
they are trying to hide their colonialist undertakings,
that to march
demonstratively along the Champs Elysees in Paris, in honour of the
people of Hungary, and to refuse to observe a one minute silence in
Prague in memory of
Algerian students who have been killed, as UNEF claims for their Hungarian
comrades,
in defence of the liberty of their country, is not
only a proof of injustice, but that UNEF
takes up the lies and calumnies put forth
by colonialist propagandists in order to discredit
the Algerian patriots,
representing them as brigands and fanatics ;
on the one hand, to ask UGEMA to disavow the
appeal issued by its Algiers section,
upon
Algerian students to join the liberation army, while
calling
remaining silent about
Egypt is

to

break

the most

the repression to which the

Algerians are subjected, and about
Government mobilising the young men of France in order to
fight in the forces of repression sent against their
compatriots,
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the

policy

of the

send them to

French

Algeria

while on the other

to

hand

hesitation about saluting the fight of the Hungarian students and condemning
this is not condemning violence, but refusing to
Soviet troops in Hungary
recognise the
legitimacy of the Algerian revolution, implicitly supporting the repression
carried out in
Algeria, and associating UNEF with the efforts of those who are trying in
vain to divide the Algerian people especially by trying to separate the intellectuals from

having

no

the action of

—

the mass of the people ;

CONSIDERING that as appears from the final formulation in their recent resolution,
AC of UNEF allow themselves to doubt the university rights of the Algerian students,
thus not being afraid of going to the help of those who do not hesitate to attack the right
to strike, while the Algerian students like their colleagues in all countries, do not cease to
be students and to keep their university rights while fighting for their country's liberty;
CONSIDERING that as a result of all these facts the apoliticsm claimed by UNEF
appears to be more and more of an alibi to cover up their refusal to condemn the colonial
war in Algeria and to reject the policy of hitting at the Algerian students while opposing
the

the national aspirations of the

Algerian

people ;

UGEMA continues on the one hand to
proclaim full
solidarity with the fighting Algerian people, and on the other hand to main
tain relations with UNEF, it will cause confusion about its real attitude towards the cause
which the Algerian students are defending today and for which the Algerian people have
DECLARES

that

if in

these circumstances

so much.

sacrificed

CALLS UPON UNEF to put an end to the equivocal position by stating clearly and
definitively what is their attitude to the colonialist policy being applied in Algeria and to
the national aspirations of the Algerian people ;
DECIDES, in order to leave open the possibility of co-operation between the two
been
organisations, not to determine its relations with UNEF until their answer has
received

;

in order to end the present equivocal situation, to refrain from all relations with
UNEF until such answer is received ;
HOPES earnestly that UNEF will take up a position in keeping with the democratic
and
and revolutionary traditions of the French people, the only condition for friendly
fruitful interchange of opinions between the youth of the universities of both countries.

Joint Communique
With

the

development

between UNEF

appeared

by

of the

and

UNEF

and

the Liaison Comittee.

Algerian revolution, differences

UGEMA

and

the

student

the

of

increasing

organisations

Algerian

gravity

of the colonial

students.

which expressed their solidarity
In 1 9 5 6 these differences were so profound that they left no possibility of co-operation.
UNEF refused to "state clearly and definitively what is their attitude to the colonialist
national aspirations of the Algerian
;
policy being applied in Algeria and to the
in fact it refused UGEMA the right to enter the fight by the side of the nation. Relations
between the two organisations were broken off, entailing the breaking off of relations
between UNEF and the student organisations grouped in the Liaison Committee.
The attitude of the French students to the colonial question and to the Algerian
with

countries,

peopl

in particular developed in such a way that at the 49th Congress of UNEF a reso
lution was passed which :
"Denounces the anachronistic character of the war in Algeria;
a
demands negotiations with the National Liberation Front on the conditions for
self-determination ;
cease-fire and guarantees for the application of
between France and the
expresses the will of UNEF to support a reconciliation
problem

people."

Algerian
In view
be found.

of this

development

of their attitude a valid

basis for

co-operation can

now
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This

co-operation must rest on the

The

—

following

struggle against colonialism and all

dance with the principle that all peoples have
beyond a mere formal independence.
The

—

principles

forms

:

indirect domination, in accor
right to determine their own fate

the

of

different student organisations to assess the situation in their respective
denounce everything which constitutes an infringement of this funda

right of

countries and

to

mental principle.

Respect for

—

the

individuality

of the

different

organisations at all

levels,

on a

basis

of equality.

In

—

defined
—

liberty

by

cultural and technical co-operation the needs and the methods used are

Denunciation

—

—

of

to

be

co-operation.

infringements

of

fundamental

liberties,

and

in

particular of the

of expression.

Bilateral
—

country asking for

the

and multilateral co-operation can

a common attitude on

defence
joint

of the

living

political,

be

juridical,

organised on the

conditions of students

in different

consideration on the contribution of students and

and technical co-operation

between

following

economic and cultural

bases :

questions;

Unions;

young

people to cultural

their countries.

Co-operation founded on these principles and bearing in mind these bases of action
between the young people of our respective countries and safe
friendship between our peoples.
On these bases and with real desire to achieve
friendship and co-operation between
their nations, the undersigned organisations have decided to re-establish relations.
can strengthen the ties

guard

Paris, May

27th i960.

UNEF; AEMNA; FEANF; CNAE; (UGET, UNEM, UGEMA); AGEG; AGEM;
UEG.

Joint Communique

by

UNEF

and

UGEMA

In December 195 6 the

refusal
by UNEF to "state clearly and definitively what is their
policy being applied in Algeria and to the national aspirations of
led UGEMA to break off relations with it.

attitude to the colonialist

the

Algerian

people"

The awakening realisation among French students of the facts of the Algerian war
has now been going on for six years culminated in the resolution adopted
by the

which

Congress of UNEF, allowing the re-establishment of relations with the Liaison
Committee of student organisations in the colonial countries and
newly independent
countries (joint declaration,
May 27th i960).
As a result of the resumption of relations UNEF and UGEMA met in Lausanne on
June 6th i960 to discuss the possibility of action to
help bring the war in Algeria to an end.
The two unions stated their agreement on the
following points :
At the moment when the liberation of the African continent is
underway, the
war forced on the Algerian people is all the more absurd
and cruel because it is an anachro
nism. The significance of this war spreads far beyond the frontiers of
Algeria; it is part of
the emancipation of the whole of Africa and affects the relations of France with all the
African peoples.
A cease-fire can only be arranged, and peace restored in
Algeria, in so far as the
French Government agree to open negotiations with the National Liberation Front to
discuss the guarantees and the ways of application of the principle of self-determination in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.
49th

—

—
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The future of Algeria belongs to the Algerian people ; without
influencing their
Unions consider that within the framework of university traditions of free
co-operation the resumption of relations between them is a guarantee of
understanding
between the young people of the two countries and a hope for
freely agreed co-operation
between the French and Algerian peoples.
The French and Algerian students express their desire to contribute to a reconciliation
between France and the Algerian people, and to
help all the inhabitants of Algeria to live
.

choice the two

together peaceably.

While the war brings the youth of the two countries face to face in cruel
opposition,
UNEF and UGEMA want to show in this
way that mutual understanding is possible and
that it is the
to
the
colonial
war
in
Algeria
to
a
close
and restore peace
only way
bring
there.

UNEF
UGEMA

Lausanne,

Youth
of the

June 6th

i960.

and students

in solidarity

world

with

U.G.E.M.A.
Resolution

of

of

the Vth Congress

of

the international Union

Students (Peking, September 1958).

The Vth Congress of the IUS, after hearing the report presented by the North African
Student Confederation, and examining the situation in Algeria and its repercussions on
the student problems, states :

i)

—

by France has grown increasingly serious
IVth Congress held in Prague, multiplying material and human losses and
making more definite the menace it constitutes to world peace.
that the war of colonial reconquest waged

since the

—

steady increase of French occupation troops in Algeria,
persons, the past two years have witnessed the
extension of mass killings, intensified suppression of all its forms, the wide-spread
or "no-man's land", as well
use of torture, the multiplication of "forbidden
as disregard for the laws of war as illustrated by the convictions and executions of

Following

upon

the

which at present number 700,000

zones"

Algerian patriots, which
French government.

show the scale of the

policy

of extermination adopted

by

the

In consequence,
—

—

expresses

demands

the

its

Vth Congress

—

IUS

:

this

war of extermination

the cessation of tortures, the guarantee of the right to

on the part of France

2)

of the

most vigorous reprobation against

for the laws

of war and the

defence,

;

and respect

international Geneva Conventions.

French governments have systematically
rejected any negotiated solution to the Algerian problem. In this way they have all
the
backs
to
recommendations
of the United Nations passed at the Xlth
turned their
and XHth session of the U.N.O. and, rejecting the Tunisian-Moroccan offer of
that

during

the past two years, successive
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good

offices, have

Morocco
—

Since

and

engaged

in

a

coup d'etat

the ultra-colonialist

re-asserting the policy of
all ideas of negotiation.

integration,

In consequence, the Vth Congress
—

policy

of provocation and aggression

in

regard to

Tunisia.
of May 13th, 1958 the French
government,
has drawn itself farther away than ever from

:

condemns the unchanged attitude of the

French government, hostile to

all solution

through negotiation ;
—

policy of integration which holds in contempt the inviolable
Algerian people to independence and pretends not to see the war of
liberation which they have been carrying on for four years ;

condemns the said
right of

—

denounces

by
3)

—

the

which

that the
allies

Government

diplomatic,

has

In consequence,
—

the mystification of the

the

allowed

the

referendum organized

France

material and

will seek to

by

the

French

Army and

such a policy.

financial support lent to France
in Algeria to be carried on.

by its N.A.T.O.

the colonialist war

complicity

of the member states of the

N.A.T.O..

with the

French

;

The President of UGEMA

delivering

his

address

in Peking.
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justify

Vth Congress ;

condemns the
colonialists

of

at

the Fifth IUS Congress

—

issues an appeal to all
people

in

democratic

Algerian
imperialist

nations to render effective aid to the

their struggles against

French

colonialism

backed

by

the

governments;
4)

—

that the
and

Algerian war brings about extremely grave consequences for the studies
of Algerian students who are
suffering very greatly from the suppression

future

that weighs
struggle
—

heavily

A blatant

Algerian

people

in

they

wage the

is the ban on UGEMA which clearly testifies
French Government to stifle the voice of Algerian students by any

its disposal.

The Vth Congress of IUS, considering the resolution
adopted by the Executive Committee in
January 1958;
—

whose midst

example of this repression

to the will of the
means at

on the entire

for independence.

of the

IVth Congress

and that

Secretariat and the member organizations of the IUS upon their
in favour of UGEMA, and requests them to
intensify the solidarity
they have never ceased to accord to the Algerian students and their
National Union ;
congratulates the
actions taken
and support

—

—

solemnly re-affirms its full support to the students and people of Algeria fighting
for independence, and expresses its conviction that only through the
opening of ne
gotiations with the National Liberation Front on the basis of
independence, will the
conflict be brought to an end;
earnestly

the national member organizations

asks

campaigns

in favour

the government

of

their respective countries to

for the F.L.N., particularly
United Nations.
support

Concerning
and

Considering

the

—

the

passing

mane,

that the executions

medical

all over

of

frequent disappearance

considering the death sentences
tribunals, and particularly that
considering

on

student,

the world,

have

of

death

diplomatic

of

Algerian students

Algerian

students

Belarbi

taken prisoners

Abdelkader,

by

Ismail

;

Algerian patriots
BenHamida Abderrahmane ;

pronounced on

daily by the French

and particularly that of Taleb Abderrah
interventions and protests from students
deepest indignation in university and student

carried

in

their

sentences.

students of medicine

on

intensify

and to prevail upon

secure their political and

which was the case of

executed

IUS to

Algeria,

the occasion of the next session of the

the disappearance

French troops while carrying arms,
Dahlouk Malifond and many other
—

of the

of the students and the people of

out,

spite of

aroused the

circles ;

The Vth Congress
1

.

of the

IUS

expresses apprehension about the

fate

of the students who

have disappeared ;

for light to be thrown on these cases and demands that the French Government
respect the Geneva Conventions on the treatment of prisoners of war;
calls upon the CICR to take appropriate action ;
calls

2.

—

profoundly moved and distressed by the passing of the death sentence on Ben
Hamida Abderrahmane, a student of the Arts Faculty of Algiers,
demands that the French government put an end to these executions,
demands that the sentence on BenHamida Abderrahmane should not be carried out,
launches an urgent appeal to all the students of the world to protest immediately
the French authorities in order to save BenHamida Abderrahmane's life.

to
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Resolution

of

the

Vlllth International Student Conference
(Lima 1959).

The Eighth International Student
eport,

Conference, enlightened by the RIC supplementary

notes :

a) that the

the continuation and

c) that

in Algeria has considerably deterio
has severely worsened as a result of
Algerian war;

general situation of education and culture

rated and that the status of the

repressive

Algerian

aggravation

students

of the

against the Algerian student community by the French
intensified, placing the Algerian students in a permanent
insecurity which makes university study in France impossible in

measures

Government have been
state

many

d)
—

—

of physical
cases

that the

;

elementary

arbitrary

principles of universal

imprisonments

arrests and

justice

are

daily

transgressed

by :

of students

lack of a number of vital legal guarantees to students, in particular : the right to
defence council and to a lawyer of their own choice, the right to free expression in
defence, the right to free trial in the place where the alleged offence was committed
which avoids arbitrary transfers and
long detention without trial
the
a

—

disappearance

of students arrested

by the police ;

by the French authorities results in the extortion
death sentences followed by executions are based, as shown
by Taleb Abderrahman's case, in spite of indignant protests from the student world
which have had no results ;

e) that the

use of violence and torture

of confessions

f)

that the

on

which

dissolution

and repressive

their only means of

g)

UGEMA in France is a most
Algerian
speech and defence ;

of

which victimises the

policy

that the present physical

insecurity

of

obvious token of the

students who are

left

arbitrary
without

Algerian students is stronger than ever, which
increase the number of refugees, posing

causes a major exodus of students who
a serious problem

The Eighth ISC

b)

for

the

international

student community.

:

its indignant reprobation at all the blows brought against the vital and inalie
human rights: in particular this Conference condemns tortures, requests the
cessation of this practice and the just punishment of those who are
guilty of such
crimes, and demands that the principles which lie behind the international laws of war
and the Geneva conventions on the status of war prisoners be respected
;
express

nable

d)

recognises the

tional
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Algerian
struggle for their national inde
by the Seventh ISC "the prerequisite of full educa
(Res. 99, last line) and proclaims its solidarity with the Algerian

legitimacy

pendence which

is, as

of the

emphasised

opportunity"

students'

students'

for

struggle
nuine

f)

this

in

progress

Conference

the advent

of an era of

the educational

liberty,

of

flourishing

culture and of ge

field;

its deep conviction that the effective and final solution to the
Algerian student community lies in the end of the war and the inde
pendence of Algeria through peaceful negotiations between the
French and Algerian
Governments ;
affirms

problems of the

g) the Conference

asks the Secretariat to
Commission of the United Nations and
widely in the world press.

Resolution

send this resolution to the

to the

the World

of

Security Council,

Assembly

of

and

Human Rights
to distribute it

Youth

(New Delhi. August 1958).
The World

Assembly of Youth

CONSIDERING

the right of the

Algerian

people to

independance

and national

sovereignty,

CONSIDERING that since 1954 the Algerian people have suffered enormous losses
both in life and material, as a result of the war of colonial reconquest undertaken
by diffe
rent French Governments under the falacious pretext of
"pacification",
ANGERED by the situation of the youth of Algeria, who
live in a state of permanent insecurity, deprived

repression and

are the victims of
of

the most

fierce

elementary

liberties,
ANGERED

by

the arrest of their

DISTRESSED

Morocco,

old

dissolution

the

of all representative

Algerian

youth movements and

leaders,

by

the

hundreds

women and

men,

of

thousands

of

Algerian

refugees

in Tunisia

and

children,

CONVINCED that the continuation of the Algerian war is a
of the African peoples in particular and to world peace,

permanent threat to the

security

DECLARES its

support

for

Algeria

the youth of

and assures

them of

its

active

sympathy,

CONDEMNS
country

by

the colonial war

the colonialist

in Algeria

and

the atrocities perpetrated

in

this

forces,

CALLS FOR negotiations based on the recognition of Algerian independence to be
between the French Government and the Algerian National Liberation Front, as
only effective way to put an end to the sufferings of the inocent people, and to restore
dignity of the Algerian people,

opened

the
the

DEMANDS that
camps should

be

DEMANDS
ISSUES
action

in
in

all

Algerian

patriots

held in

that

Algerian

an urgent appeal

and

so-called

patriots condemned to

Algerian

way is

death

should not

re-settlement

refugees and to aid the youth

appropriate to

be executed,
all form

intensify
of Algeria,

to the youth of the whole world to

an urgent appeal to all national and

what ever

prisons

free,

support of the

ISSUES
action

set

international youth organizations
Algerian war to an end.

of

to take

bring the
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Resolution

of

Youth

the World Federation

(WFDY)

—

of

Democratic

(Conakry, March I960).

The Algerian war is already in its sixth year. Over a million patriots have fallen either
field of battle or as victims of inhuman torture. Thousands of men, women and
children are living far from their
country as refugees, in deplorable conditions. Hundreds
on

the

President of the IUS, Jifi Pelikan,
pinning the IUS badge of honour on
M. Abdelhamid Mehri, Minister
of Social and Cultural Affairs in the Provisional
Gouvernment of the Algerian Republic.
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Algerian patriots are being held in prisons and concentration camps in France and in
Algeria. The most elementary rules of justice are being ignored.
Recently the declarations made by French Governmenrand tending to recognize the
right of the Algerian people to self-determination, have raised just hopes in all those
fighting to bring this war to an end. The most recent declarations of the Provisional
Government of the Algerian Republic showed clearly that negotiations were possible
immediately and that none of the problems peculiar to Algeria represented an
mountable obstacle. But as the facts later showed the French Government has done
nothing in the spirit of these declarations
This situation, which degrades the relations between France and other countries,
is creating conditions in which fascism could developboth in Algeria and in France, and
represents a grave danger for the nations
The Algerian people is heroically carrying on a great national struggle which is at the
same time an important contribution to the national liberation movements in Africa, in the
Arab countries, and elsewhere, and to the world movement against imperialism. The
of

unsur-

.

.

.

Executive Committee

.

.

.

greets and rejoices at the victories won

by

the people and youth of

Algeria and pays homage to the martyrs who have laid down their lives for the indepen
dence of their country.
In the name of the young democrats of the world we reaffirm the rights of the
Algerian people to national independence, and we assure the heroic youth of Algeria of
our complete solidarity. We greet all young democrats in France and elsewhere in the
We call
world who are fighting to condemn and bring to an end this criminal war
upon the youth of Africa to increase their efforts to obtain the withdrawal of African
troops fighting in the French army.
.

.

.

The Executive Committee condemns the criminal action of the French government
did not hesitate to explode an atomic bomb in the Sahara, in connection with its

which

in Algeria.
The Executive Committee of the WFDY, meeting in Conakry, March 26th
28th,
demands that the French Government open negotiations with the Provisional Govern
application
the
right
to
of
the
fair
self-determination,
ment of the Algerian Republic for
the deci
without pressure from the army or the French authorities. It greets and supports
aims

—

sions

taken

by

the

second

Pan-African

Peoples'

Conference

for independence.
The Executive Committee calls upon all world

Algerian

which

contributes

to the

peoples'

struggle

youth organizations

to increase their

Algeria. It calls upon national and
international youth organizations to co-operate actively in the creation of an International
Solidarity Committee with the Youth of Algeria.
The Executive Committee calls upon UNO, the African and Asian countries, and all
re-establish peace
the peaceful forces of the world to intervene as strongly as possible to
and to assure independence in Algeria.

political

and practical

solidarity

with

the youth of
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